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San Carlos campaign forced to detour
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
A door-to-door canvassing walk planned for
Sunday and a letter writing campaign to lobby support among City Council members -- which were to
he focal points of the A.S. task Force’s effort to
downgrade East San Carlos Street were canceled
because of lack of student support.
We couldn’t find enough people to go out and
walk,’ ’ said Paul Sonneman, the consultant hired by
the Associated Students hoard of directors to coordinate the campaign.
The task force had planned to mail I MOO letters
last week to campus-area residents, businesses and
alumni, asking them to write their respective San
Jose City Council members to vote for downgrading
the street at tomorrow evening’s meeting.
But as of yesterday. no letters had been sent.
Sonneman said, although the task force has spent
more than 5300 on materials. Lack of student volunleers to address, stuff and stamp envelopes caused
the delay. Sonneman added.

"les eas v
ri students 1,, sign their names to
show support.. Sonneman said. "But it’s something else to commit themselves to two or three
hours of volunteer work."
Sonneman said the Spartans big football victory Saturday and the Nov. 4 election have "burned
students out" on the downgrade issue.

worded asking recipients to call Vice Mayor Susan
Hammer or attend the City Council meeting.
’Time restraints have forced us to change the
lobbying effon, now we’re relying on phone calls.’
Sonneman said. "We were hoping to have more
people here to do these things, instead we had to do
the work ourselves."

SJSU, area residents
fight over closure

Downgrading San Carlos Street is the first step
toward its eventual closure.
The idea of the walk Was to contact campus area residents and businesses to solicit support for
the downgrading issue. Sonneman said.

The task force hopes to persuade the City Council to disregard a city planning commission recommendation against downgrading the street, Sonneman said, and is planning to fill the council
chambers with at least 100 students.

But because the walk failed, that aspect of the
task force’s campaign has been killed, he added.
"Kow, we aren’t going to he able to show there is
support from the campus area," he said.
Sonneman said the intent of the 1,000 letters
was to reach all members of the City Council, creating a broad base of support.
But because of the delay, he said, the letters - scheduled to he mailed today -- have been re -

The task force has distributed flyers to fraternities. sororities and residence halls. Sonneman said.
and is counting on support from those groups at the
meeting.
Two university buses will transport students
who attend a pre -meeting reception scheduled for
5:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Loma
Pneta Room.
See TASK FORCE. page 5

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
The lines have been drawn on
SJSU ’s proposal to close East San Carlos Street through campus, but it remains to he seen who’ll show up to
light the battle.
Support from students and faculty
will he important as the proposal goes
before the San Jose City Council tomorrow, President Gail Fullerton said
at a news conference yesterday.
The Associated Students board of
directors will hold a reception at 5:30
p.m.tomorrow for those wishing to attend the meeting. Fullerton said.
The university will he running its
shuttle buses to and from San Jose City
Hall, she said.
But members of the Campus
Community Association, an organization of residents of the Naglee Park
area south and east of the campus, plan
to speak in opposition to the proposal.
said CCA President April Halberstadt.
And the meeting will he competing with another event for which Fullerton and Arlene Okerlund, interim
acacemic vice president, have been
seeking a large turnout a university.
wide lecture by historian-author Wallace Stegner.
The university will not be seeking
actual closure of the street at tomorrow’s meeting.
It will however, he asking for

Grin and bear it

San Carlos Street to he downgraded
front "major collector." a thoroughfare carrying traffic between city
neighborhoods, to "neighborhood
street."
The downgrading is the first step
in eventually seeking permission to
close the street.
Fullerton said SJSU won’t seek
closure until 1990 or 1991. after
downtown construction projects including the Transit Mall are completed.
Halberstadt said campus residents
are concerned about the impact closure
would have on neighborhood traffic.
Residents are also concerned
about the effect construction of the
Student Union Recreation and Events
Center will have on parking and traffic, particularly with a closed San Carlos Street. Halberstadt said.
Fullerton said traffic impact on
the Nagler Park neighborhood will he
insignificant.
Most of the traffic affected by the
street closure is either campus-bound
or heading for north -south thoroughfares including Seventh, 10th and 1 I th
streets, she said.
City traffic studies have shown
traffic east of 11th Street will actually
he reduced. Fullerton said.
The CCA printed I MO flyers -distributed this past week in the camSee CLOSURE. page 5

SJSU athletics
hits big time
on less funds
By Frank Michael RtIsSell
Daily stall writer
The Spartan football team is
headed for post -season play, hut it
won’t he going on a big -league budget.
an ’ep Iauysta p otograp or
Lorraine Penn, nursing senior, shows her
best poker face while getting her measles shot

train Mar, Dunlap, another nursing student, despite appearances. The prognosis: The pa.
Peon
Op, but admitted the shot hurt, tient is recovering nicely. See story, page 5.

Union says CSU misusing funds
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily start writer
California Faculty Association members claim the
CSU administration (livens millions of dollars away from
faculty instructional programs and CFA is petitioning the
Legislature to intervene.
The CFA wants the California State University chancellor’s office to account for money budgeted for faculty educational programs hut never used for those purposes, said
Scott Rice. SJSU English professor and Northern Chapter
president of CFA.
"There is funny money never accounted for -- money
cleared by the Legislature and allocated for faculty that just
goes away . . . we want to know where it’s going," Rice
said.
The CSU chancellor’s office contends that CFA members are either incapable of reading the CSU budget properly or are refusing to understand the numbers. said Jacob
Saran. CSU vice chancellor in employee relations.
"Most likely it is that CFA does not want to recognize
how the numbers really work," Samit said.
CFA representatives disagree, saying the CSU chancellor’s office manipulates the numbers to represent what it
chooses.
CFA literature states that $2,533,457 allocated for Instructional Faculty salaries was not spent on faculty salaries
or any faculty programs.
The faculty group also claims that at least $5,042,267
would have been available for various Instructional Faculty
programs, hut was used to replace unmet salary savings in
various administrative areas including executive management offices, Rice said.
"They throw numbers in (the budget) that have no
basis, nothing to hack them up . . . they squirt ink at you
Faster than they can talk." Rice said.
Dollars are designated for faculty programs. hut there
is no evidence that they are used for those programs, he
said.
Samit said he did not know exactly how CFA calculated the budget numbers stated, hut reading the budget is
very complicated and CFA tends to misinterpret many of
the numbers.

"There is funny money never
accounted for .
Prof. Scott Rice,
CFA Northern California chapter president
The CFA is circulating petitions among faculty on all
CSU campuses that will he presented to the Legislature and
the state educational committee in January. Rice said.
The petitions are to inform the Legislature that the
chancellor’s office should he required to provide detailed
accounting of expenditures so faculty can be assured that
funds are being used properly, Rice said.
Budgeted funds not seen include money for teacher
substitutes, leaves, sabbatical leave replacements. professional development awards and graduate assistants. Rice
said.
"The budget does not indicate where thc money was
spent and CSU can’t tell us." Rice said.
"These are hard Figures from their own budgetary reports. Rice said. "There are millions more. This is just a
tiny speck."
CSU denies any misuse of funds.
"That’s illegal . . . and we don’t do illegal things."
Samit said.
There are legal limitations to the use of money that is
labeled for instruction which prevents it from being used for
any other purpose. Samit said.
Sunlit said CFA has problems interpreting the CSU
budget, which he said is understandable because it is thousands of pages long and, CSU "has people whose job is the
budget and that’s all they do."
He said CFA members are not qualified to read and understand the budget, which he said is obvious by their interpretations.
CFA also wants the teaching workload reduced by
lowering the student -faculty ratio. Rice said.
He said more administrative positions are being added
into the CSU system and are being funded by the "millions
of dollars" seeping out of faculty pockets.
See TEACHERS. page 5

Journalist
discusses
Nicaragua
By Dan Kier
Daily staff writer
Getting into Nicaragua and
gaining access to the opposing
forces is easy. But the hard pan is
understanding what’s going on, a
veteran international reporter told
a group of students Monday evening.
Lars Gunnar Erlandson. a
20-year veteran of Swedish National Radio, came to the United
States last week after a trip to Nicaragua where he was preparing a
series of reports for Swedish
radio.
He spoke to a radio and television senior seminar class and
interested students about reporting on the situation in Nicaragua.
Erlandson acknowleged the
Swedish government supports the
Sandinista government of Nicaragua. He told the group of about
25 students that his government
has not (old him what to write
and his "aim is to he as objective
as possible.
"You can go in and meet
the leaders of the Contras (the
U.S.-hacked rebels) easily if you
See NICARAGUA, page 5

"We will do little more than
break even at the Cal Bowl." Pres]
dent Gail Fullerton said at Monday’,
meeting of the Academic Senate.
Playing at the California Bowl. to
be held Dec. 13 in Fresno. will cost
roughly $55,000. said Vera Wagner,
interim men’s athletic director.
The bowl has historically not
been a revenue -generating event, he
said.
Television revenue -- the game
will be broadcast on the ESPN sports
network and the sale of 3,000 tickets will barely meet expenses. Wagner
said.
Football success doesn’t mean
SJSU is ready to join the big time in
college sports with budgets comparable to most National Collegiate Athletic Association Division I schools.
"We have always been quite literally Spartan." Fullerton said.
This year’s team achieved its record of 9-2 with less athletic scholarships. called grants-in-aid by the
university, than last year’s team 80
compared to 95 funded in 1985, she
said.
The SJSU program, with a total
annual budget of $1.5 million, is near
the center of the eight Pacific Coast
Athletic Association schools, Wagner
said.

’fit

Vern Wagner
. . . says we’ll break even
year facing a $250.000 deficit.
Fullerton, answering questions
regarding SJSU admininstrators ,in
nual budget report to the senate, said
it’s unlikely a loan from the university’s general -fund budget to cover the
deficit would ever he paid back.
Despite extra revenue earned by
the department this year. there won’t
he a large surplus to pay back the loan.
she said.
The California State University at
Long Beach game, with attendance of
27,786, and the CSU-Fresno game,
with 28,158, were the two largest football crowds in Spartan Stadium history. Average attendance was about
22,000.
Attendance averaging 17(88) was
budgeted for each game. hut additional
expenses including security for larger
crowds would make a large surplus unlikely, Wagner said.

But the budget is minuscule compared to Pacific 10 Conference schools
including Stanford University and the
University of California at Berkeley.
Prospects for next year’s football
Pac- 10 budgets range between $5 program look good, with returning
million and $17 million, Wagner said. players and a good recruiting year
Other areas of the SJSU program probable. he said.
are also funded "less than they really
Fullerton said better season ticket
need to Function.’’ Fullerton said.
sales because of the team’s success
The program was helped this year will help the program’s financial situaby a one-time gift of $149,605 from tion.
Spartan Shops and a $9,000 allocation
It’s unlikely the university could
for non -revenue -generating sports, ex- cover another deficit Fullerton said.
cluding football and basketball, from
Most of the loan came from the
the Associated Students, she said.
university’s institutional support areas
In 1985-86, the program ended its
See ATHLETICS. page 5
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Editorial

Street closure crucial for expansion
Square boundaries of Fourth, San Fernando, Seventh and San Carlos streets.
The mall would be an attractive addition to a
revitalized downtown San Jose. Gateways at Fourth
and 10th streets would welcome the community to
campus.
Fullerton and her administration have answered city concerns about the closure’s impact on
area traffic, County Transit bus service and emergency vehicle access.
Less certain is SJSU’s commitment to funding
the mall and other landscaping it has promised the
city. Fullerton has found money for parts of Seventh and Ninth streets but hasn’t guaranteed completing any of the three malls. She must if the city is
to approve closing the street.
But SJSU will not request closure until at least
1990, after construction of the downtown Transit
Mall and other redevelopment projects is finished.
A San Carlos Street mall would unify the cam- City approval of downgrading would be a sign it
pus, creating a sense of place missing since the uni- recognizes SJSU is, as Fullerton has said, one of
T crsity expanded beyond its original Washington downtown’s cultural anchors.
The Sun Jose City Council should downgrade
the status of East San Carlos Street through the university.
Support of students, faculty, alumni and
friends of the university will be crucial to the council’s decision. It meets 7 p.m, tomorrow at San Jose
City I fall, 801 N. First St.
Merely downgrading the street’s status from
’major collector.’’ a thoroughfare that carries traffic between neighborhoods. to "neighborhood
street" would not physically change the street.
But it would be the first legal step toward President Gail killerion’s vision of closing San Carlos
Street and constructing a landscaped pedestrian
mall.
Street closure is necessary for the safety of
some 10,0(10 pedestrians who cross the street on a
typical day.

4.
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Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters
to the editor. Bring them to Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 208,
or the Student Union Information Desk.
Letters must hear the writer’s name, major, class
standing and phone number. The Daily reserves the right to
edit letters for libel and length.

Football Spartans deserve more than California Bowl
The Calihwnia Bowl is no big deal.
All the pre -game hype and excitement will prove to bc
more tun than actually winning the game.
The problem lies with the Cal Bowl itself. How can
SJSU possibly get the respect it deserves playing against the
winnei ot the Mid -American Conference?
Idke a look at the Mid -American Conference. The
Ina,. eisny .ot Miami
in Ohio
will represent the con
1.,erence in Aire Cal Bowl. They have a record of 8-3 overall.
-2 in the litiference. Not had.
But what if Miami of Ohio had lost Saturday’? SJSU
%mild most likely be playing Toledo (7-4), Kent State (5-10
or Bowling Green (5-6).The rest
01 the conference consists of Eastern Michigan. Ball State (hest
known as the alma mater 01 David Letterman), Central
Michigan. Western Michigan and Ohio University.
Talk about perennial football powerhouses!
Can you name the school nickname of any of these
teams?
The point is. the Mid -American Conference stinks!
As a result, nobody cares who wins the California
Bowl except the two teams that are in it.
Not to make S.ISU’s accomplishments this season
seem like a lost cause, hut what’s the point if nobody sees
how great we are’?
SJSU. rankest 20th in the nation by United Press International. made quite a dramatic turnaround from last season The Spartans went from a 2-8-1 team to a 9-2 team,
and have some 01 the best offensive and defensive statistics

Opinion

Len
Gutman
in the nation. That is why the howl of
need to make a
few changes.
First of all, it’s the California Bowl, not the Michigan
Bowl or the Indiana Bowl. If we can’t get two teams from
California to participate in the game, change the name.
Secondly. if we’re going to play a team from hack
East, let’s get a respectable team that is going to make the
game worth playing and hoost national interest.
Then, let’s play the game closer to New Year’s Day,
when people are ready to watch howl games. Dec. 13 is too
early.
You say the California Bowl doesn’t have enough
money to entice a team to travel out here to play’?
Solution - corporate hacking.
It’s the latest trend in howl games. So what it it has to
be called the Hewlett-Packard California Bowl. The money
makes up for the commercial name.
Now try to prove the Cal Bowl couldn’t get a team like
Boston College. Georgia or Iowa to play in sunny Califor-

nia in the dead of winter
There are plenty oh respectable teams that might not
get a bid to a major howl game that would be happy to play
in the California Bowl.
If that doesn’t work. the Pacific Coast Athletic Association can make a deal with a conference other than the
Mid-American to play its champion each year..
. The firs.urplice finisher in the Pac-10 goes to the Rose
Bowl and the second -place finisher usually gets a bid to a
major bowl, hut how about pitting the third -place Pac-10
finisher against the PCAA champs’?
Even the sixth -place team in the Pac- 10. Stanford. has
a winning record.
Wouldn’t you rather see SJSU play Washington or Arizona. rather than Miami of Ohio?
The Spartans heat a pair of Pac- 10 teams this year.
Don’t you wonder who would win a game between SJSU
and Southern Cal?
After all, we defeated Washington State. who later defeated LISC!
If we can’t get a Pac-10 team, how about the seconds
place finisher in the Western Athletic Conference?
Air Force. Brigham Young, San Diego State, Hawaii.any of these teams would definitely make for a better
game than Miami of Ohio.
Hawaii is coming off a big win over Fresno State Saturday and would give us a heck of a good game.
So Cal Bowl officials, if you’re reading this, it’s time
for a change.

Letters to the Editor
Volleyball team needs more support
Editor.
As the volleyball season comes to a close, we would
like to congratulate Coach Montgomery and the Spartan
volleyball team Mr another line year.
However, we have seen very mediocre attendance this
season. The Spartan volleyball team has been ranked fourth
nationally in the NCA A, hut only a few people have consistently v. aiched them play. We have seen very minimal sup-port !rum the campus community .
’
People should realue their is more to SJSU than the
." hug name’ ’ sports like loothall and basketball. Volleyball
can be as exciting and as nerve-racking as any football game
.could ever he. especially against top -ranked clubs. But this
season, only two games have been played to full capacity
crowds
the StantOrd match in September and the recent
rematch against SDSU on Halloween night.
It’s a shame the students only attend the ’’big’’ games
while ignoring the rest ot the schedule. Only a few students
have consistently watched the games, both at Spartan Gym
and on the road, hut compared to the recent attendance on
night, this is a very small figure.
.As volleyball fans, we would like to urge the campus
community to show up in lonce throughout the playoffs and
into neat season. The team has worked hard to achieve its
success and deserves the support.
Finally, we would like to wish the best of luck to the
three graduating seniors: Lisa Ice, Christa Cook and Maria
I ;eat y
Gary Mansell
Senior
Xdministration of Justice
Rill Brown
Xlumnus
English

UPD knows what it is doing
FAIdor,
In response to Carl Ilomwe’s letter "University police
gels blasted." on Nov . 5. Mr. Honore should do a little research before accusing the University Police Department of
not doing its rob. Ile said a crime has been committed by a
strange man who was harassing a woman Mr. Honore does
not indicate what knowledge he has of our statutes in which
to base his accusation Our university officers go through 18
weeks of legal and arrest training followed by 12 weeks of
field training and a one year pngvationary period. Upon
completion oh the probationary perks), the officers become
full -lime peace officers of the state of California.
By reading one article, Mr. Honore feels he can make
a legal decision as to whether a crime has been committed.
Mr. Honore was not at the scene of the incident and thus did
not 11:1, e :ill the !acts to base his accusation on. He slates

that the university police decided not to file harassment
charges. According to the California Penal Code, the suspect’s actions did not constitute the crime of harassment.
Hence, UPD could not tile charges on that crime.
As the dispatcher on duty who took the call from the
distressed woman, she stated to me that there had been a
strange man following her and that he was making her nervous. She also stated that at this time she was late for class
and did not have time to wait for an officer, Since she could
not wait I got a full description of the man and broadcast it
to all police personnel on duty so they could keep an eye out
for him. If he had been spotted, he would have been questioned and a records check made. If he was wanted, he
would have been arrested. If he was not wanted, we would
document that we had made contact with him.
In this case, the suspect was arrested on an outstanding

warrant. The suspect was also cited under 626.4 of the
penal code, which bans him from entering the campus or
surrounding perimeter for 14 days. If he violates this order,
he can he arrested. I fail to see where UPD has "turned the
other cheek," as Mr. Honore claims.
In addition, UPD does not always release all information to the press. If a case is still being investigated, UPD
would not want to expose information that might hinder or
affect the case.
So, Mr. Honore, unless you have completed the same
law and statutes courses that law enforcement officers attend, don’t criticize UPD unless all the facts are known
PauIJ. V400
Junior
Industrial Technology

The Hamm Files
Andrew F.
Hamm

A trip into the past
ilted losers. The one that got assay. Oh all the
what ifs and maybes in life, these are the most
J painful. Take the advice of an old hearthreakee
--- the hardest thing in life is to break away clean from
someone you are no longer actively involved with.
then to try and keep the fire smoldering, no matter
what your true feelings are. It is also almost
impossible.
Last Wednesday I had the chance to reacquaint
myself with a woman who, three years ago. I had
fallen heads over heels in love with.
Standing about 5 feet 4 inches tall, golden blond
hair with an elfish grin and a twinkle in her eye, Mary
Tracy, for about four months, had me in various states
of confusion, anger, warmth, self-pity and want.
Some say that is a mathematical equation for love.
She had written me two weeks ago telling me she
was flying to Hawaii from Hartford. Conn. and had to
change planes in San Francisco. Would I meet her’?
Receiving a letter from a former lover is like
receiving one from the grave. It is totally unexpected
and one never knows how to respond. I never
answered her. After my last letter to her a year ago
was returned. I figured, "end of story." Suddenly. all
the memories came flooding hack.
Our affair, way back in 1983-84, was strange. I
originally met her as a house guest of my roommate in
San Francisco. She had just broken up with her
boyfriend hack east and was coming out here to get a
fresh perspective on things. I was in the process of
ending a relationship myself.
Yet we became inseparable. She saw more of me
than she did my roommate. For the next two days we
toured San Francisco together finishing with a mmatic
night on the beach, complete with wine and full moon.
I thought we had been swept away by each other.
Was lever wrong. The next few days were filled
with confusion. She told me that Monday we couldn’t
see each other because she wasn’t ready for a
relationship, yet after I sent her a bouquet, she invited
herself to a party I was going to that Wednesday.
It was like that for the next 120-odd days.
Somehow, two people who had just sworn off any
kind of meaningful relationship as some kind of cruel
hoax. had become trapped in another one neither was
ready for.
And that was the rub. Swearing not to get
involved with anybody, we constantly fought our
feelings and went out of our way to first deny, then
trying to define, on our own terms, what we wanted
from each other.
Never sure if she wanted to stay or return to
Hartford, a broken foot while playing racquetball one
day made up her mind: She would return home.
Now three years later, I was at the airport.
All this had been running through my head. And
more. Does she still have feelings for me’? (Do I for
her’?) Is she planning to move back out here. Will I
recognize her? What if my girlfriend finds out’?
With her plane arriving 75 minutes late. I was
just that much more nervous when she finally arrived.
She could have walked right by me. I didn’t even
recognize her. When she began talking. I realized I
didn’t even recognize her voice.
She was surprised I showed up since I didn’t
write hack. We talked about our former roommates
and our trip to Mexico when I almost proposed one
starlit night on the beach of the Bay of California. She
said she still thought about me.
Before I knew it. the plane was boarding for
Hawaii. Before she left though, she gave me a kiss
I’m not sure what it meant.
I guess these things are never really over. Old
flames are the hardest to put out. They aren’t there
everyday and naturally as time flows on, the bad times
are forgotten and only the good ones remain. lam
very happy with the woman I’m with. Am I wrong to
he still thinking about this romance from the past? Old
relationships should he broken off when they are
properly over. Unfortunately, this advice is easier
given then received.
Andrew E. Hamm is the forum editor. He is
still not sure how he is going to keep this column
out of his girlfriend’s hands. The Hamm Files
appears every Wednesday .
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Reagan may seek $54 billion cut
WASHING It
l’resit Al’)
In a speech to the National Elec dent Reagan’s proposed budget for the local Association. Miller said the
next fiscal year may seek up to a re- While House still intends to meet the
cord $54 billion in spending cuts and target, despite recent talk by Demoother savings, a 6-percent increase in crane congressional leaders of easing
defense spending and no new taxes. it.
administration officials said yesterday.
One administration source, who
Those figures, confirmed in part
by budget director James C. Miller III spoke on the condition of anonymity,
and in part by other administration of- said the Office of Management and
ficals, would he included in a budget Budget headed by Miller is considdocument designed to pare the federal ering resubmitting many of the same
deficit to $108 billion in the fiscal year proposals it proposed unsuccessfully
this year. hut with some major modifithat begins next Oct. I.
Miller said "judicious trimming cations and exceptions.
of bloated programs." along with new
For instance, the administration
user fees, sales of federal assets and has abandoned its proposals to elimiloan portfolios and some program minute the Small Business Administraeliminations would he proposed to lion and Amtrak subsidies, although
meet the $108 billion le set. which is will likely recommend large cuts in
the fiscal 1988 target of the Gramm- both programs, the source said.
Rudman budget -balancing law.
But so far, the administration

isn’t making much headway toward
coming up with the si/cof budget savings that will he needed. Miller indicated.

mend to Reagan a "real" defense
spending increase of 3 percent above
the $289.7 billion appropriated by
Congress for this year.

OMB spokesman Edwin Dale Jr
Speaking with reporters after his
speech. Miller confirmed that all hut said this would translate to an actual
increase of 6 percent once inflation
two federal agencies the Education
and Energy departments
had sub- was calculated into the formula, suggesting
a defense spending request in
mined preliminary spending requests
the neighborhood of $308 billion.
exceeding White House targets.
This is still $10 billion below the
He said this was not unusual so
early in the budget process, a view spending increase reportedly being
echoed by White House spokesman sought by Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger.
Larry Speakes,
The requests will he returned to
the agencies for reworking in early Decemher, Miller said. The budget will
be submitted to Congress in late Jan uary or early February.
The budget director also said in
his speech that he is likely to recom-

Meanwhile, another administration official, who spoke on condition
that he not he identified, said a confidential OMB document suggests that
cuts and savings totaling $54 billion
will be needed to meet the $108 billion
deficit target.

Suspect arrested in office bombing
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
man identified by police as the tuxedoclad homber who delivered a booby trapped bouquet that injured two
women was arrested yesterday at a
country house he reportedly shared
with the estranged husband of one of
the victims.
Shaun Small. 27. was taken into
custody in rural Lake County on a federal warrant charging him with detonation of an explosive device 111301Ving personal injury. Bail was set at

linski said yesterday authorities also
were searching for Pilaski. but only for
questioning.
Authorities said the bombing apparently stemmed from an ugly divorce proceeding between the Pilaskis.
Melanie Pilaski’s father, Willard
Swanstrom. said Small recently threatened his daughter because she had frozen the couple’s hank accounts.
Also injured was Melanie Pit as1,1’s co-worker. Pamela Castro, 42, of
San Bruno.

The bomber allegedly tried to deliver a second flower arrangement to
one of the victims’ parents a short time
after Monday’s explosion. hut the
woman’s 78 -year-old father turned
him away.
Lake County sheriff’s Capt. Glen
Perkins said Small was arrested without incident when he left a house and
got into a car in Clearlake Park, about
75 miles northeast of San Francisco.
He said the FBI had asked officers to watch the house because it was
believed Small was sharing it with
longtime friend Peter Pilaski.
Pilaski is the estranged husband
of one of the bombing victims, Melanie Pilaski, 41. FBI agent Robert De -

An all -points bulletin for Small
was issued less than an hour after the
bomb exploded in the GSA office on

Spartan Daily
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NEW YORK (AP) - The aserage American child gets an allowance of $3.34 a week. with 5 -yearolds starting at $1.40 and I6-yearolds taking in a sweet $8.13. accordins to a survey of families with
working mothers,
Nine out of 10 parents give
their children allowances, and 70
percent of them expect something in
return, like a clean room or a good
report card, Working Mother magazine reports in its December issue.

Mother readers found:
between what the poorest and richest
Most kids started getting their households allot."
allowance when they were about 61/2, cents to SI difference between what
and more than three-quarters had one the poorest and nchest households
by age 8.
allot."
Boys were asked to do more
But parents with lower inchores for their allowance than girls -- comes, the survey found, expect
and more often disappointed their par- children to do more for their money.
ents with their performance. Boys
Seventy-four percent of kids
started off getting more than girls, but spent some or all their money on
at age 12 girls took the lead and held it toys. Other expenses for which althrough the teen ages.
lowances go include food (43 perFamily income had relatively
cent sometimes spend money for
little bearing on children’s allowances. this), gifts (39 percent), comics,
"Parents seem to have reached an magazines and books (38 percent).
unspoken consensus about what chil- movies, video games and records
dren should get," the magazine re- (34 percent), clothes and jewelry (31
ports. "At each age level there is rar- percent), school supplies (19 perely more than 50 cents to $1 difference cent) and savings (15 percent).

SANTA ANA (API
SJSU
cornerback K .C. Clark and Fullerton State tailback Rick Calhoun
have been selected as the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association football
players of the week. the PCAA announced Monday.
Clark was involved in 10
tackles, intercepted two passes and
broke up two others in the Spartans’ 38-14 win over Long Beach
State. In addition, he had a 56-yard
kickoff return and three punt re-

arents may keep
AIDS boy at home

ATASCADERO (API A 5 year-old AIDS victim who won a landmark court ruling allowing him to return to school despite having bitten a
classmate may he kept home by his
parents after all, his father said yesterday.
Robin Thomas said he and wife
Judy would keep Ryan out of school at
least for the rest of this week "to decide what will he the best for Ryan."
The school hoard was expected to
vote last night whether to appeal the
preliminary injunction issued Monday.
School officials had contended
Kyan, who hit a classmate in September during a playground tussle, was
too immature for kindergarten. he only
turned Son Oct. 20.
Thomas said he and his wife

Only 4 percent bought candy, a
substance on which previous generations of children were accused of
squandering their allowances.
Kids told of the magazine survey had a variety of reactions Tuesday. "1 think I’m getting gypped,"
groused Blake Rosenthal, 10, of
Fort Lee, N.J.. who receives $3 a
week, 15 cents less than the national
average for those her age.
"If I lived on my allowance,
I . . . I wouldn’t live." said Glenn
Golz, a Manhattan 16-year-old who
receives $10 a week -- but often
spends that much just on cabs. Golz
supplements his allowance with a
pan -time job but ’admits, "I have to
aailt my parents fottmoney lot."
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Spartaguide
The Associated Students Leisure
The Social Dance Club will hold
Services will he holding sign-ups for
Tuesday’s Turkey Trot Race from 8 a dance workshop at 8 p.m. in the Stua.m. to 5 p.m. at the Leisure Services dent Union Pacheco Room. Call James
office next to the Pub; entries will he Yuan at 370-3969 for information.
accepted until the day of the race. Call
Jeff Games at 277-2858 for informaThe SJSU Symphony Orchestra
tion.
will he holding auditions for all instruments by appointment tomomm. Call
The Anthropology Department is
Robert Sayre at 277-2917 or 277-2905
sponsoring two lectures at 8:30 a.m.
for information.
today in the Business Classroom
Building, Room 102 and at 12:30 p.m.
at Morris Dailey Auditorium. FeaThe Student Health Service will
turing Prof. Thomas Freeman of Beloit sponsor a seminar titled "Hazards of
College. the lectures will he based on Smoking" at noon tomorrow in the
his biography of author Hans Henny Health Building, Room 208. Call
Jahnn. Call James M. Freeman at 277- Oscar Battle at 277-3522 for informa2533 for information.
tion.
The Re -Entry Advisory Program
is holding a brown bag lunch meeting
at noon today in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Guest speaker Kent McLaughlin will speak about coping with
stress. Call Kit Carter at 277-2(8)5 for
information.
Student Affirmative Action will
hold an ethnic single parent luncheon
at noon today in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call Elaine Alvarado at
277-3106 for information.

Chnstma MargLatz. Eric Maisuokt Louie Man
saw, Ellen Mogansen. Use Norsk, Jane Olson.
Koren Wagner

Campus Ministries will have a
Vietnamese Bible study at 4 p.m. tomorrow at the Campus Christian Ceter
at 10th and San Carlos street. Call
Tien at 270-1226 for information.

Career Planning and Placement
will have a workshop on careers in
community services at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Costanoan Room. Call Cheryl Allmen at
277-2272 for information.

The SJSU Cycling Club will have
a meeting to order jerseys at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Montalava Room. Members are asked to
bring jersey money. Call Ken Miller at
268-3945 for information.

Career Planning and Placement
will hold a co-op orientation at 2:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Almaden Room. Call Cheryl Allmen

The Theatre Arts Department will
present "The Robber Bridegroom" at
8 p.m. tomorrow. Friday and Saturday

Waste Watchers will hold a Food
Waste Awareness Day at 12:30 today
in front of the Student Union. Call Teresa Bold at 377-7031 for information.
SJSU’s Career Planning and
Placement will conduct a half-day job
search at 1:30 to 7:30 p.m. today in the
Student Union Costanoan Room. The
program will provide information on
job hunting. resume writing and interview techniques. Call Cheryl Allmen
at 277-2272 for information
The Hispanic Business Association will hold a meeting to discuss the
business conference at 5 p.m. today in
the Student Union Almaden Room.
Call Elena Martinez at 277-9248 for
information.
The Associated Students Program
Board will present "Radio On
Harder They Come" at 7 and 10 p.m.
today in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Call Andy at 277-2807 for information.

in University Theatre. Call Vanita
Moore at 14151462-7532 or 277-319(1
for information.

MARRIAGE PREPARATION
PROGRAM

would talk it over with Ryan’s doctor
this week and work with the school
district on future plans for the boy.
"If we find out it will he better
for him not to go to school this year,
we’ll keep him out," Thomas said in a
telephone interview yesterday, a day
after U.S. District Judge Alicemarie
Stotler ordered the Atascadero Unified
School District to readmit the boy to
kindergarten.
"The overwhelming evidence
presented to this court shows there is
nothing to fear from this child,"
Stotler said.
Ryan, who has had acquired immune deficiency syndrome since a
blood transfusion at birth, was expelled when he hit a classmate on the
fourth day of class at Santa Rosa Road
Elementary School. There is no evidence that AIDS can he transmitted by
a bite, doctors have said.
The youngster was given the opportunity for pnvate tutoring each day
in Atascadero, 180 miles northwest of
Los Angeles. but Ryan’s parents
wanted him in class with other children.
Thomas said Ryan still wants
very much to return to school. and
"deserves the chance to shoss he can
do it .

Nursing Students:
What is the difference
between Sally, Sandra
and Stanley?
A. Stanley heads the world s leading
test preparation organization, preparing students for over 40 years
B Stanley offers audio tape lesson
review and supplemental lessons at
over 125 U S centers
C Stanley’s course has ten 4-hour
lessons Instead of five indigestible 8hour lessons
D. Stanley’s classes are smaller

0 Allot the above
Call or visit the nearest Kaplan Center
for a demonstration of our
superior program!

!CAPLAN

SIANLEY11 KAPLAN tle

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will
hold a discussion titled "Healthy and
Happy in the Closet" at 4:30 p.m. in
the Student Union Almaden Room.
Call Steve at 293-4630 for information.

Faculty Booktalks will feature
Prof. David Eakins at 12:30 today in
the University Club. He will review J.
Richelson’s "The U.S. Intelligence
Community." Call David McNeil at
277-2595 for information.

metait Account Estee...es
Christine Boon, Amy Chan. Duane Desk.
Jackie Pont,. Swann. Fseada, Lae Garcia
Rochard Hisiket. Doltish ix Peter Lnneia.g.

at 277-2272 I or information.
The Institute of Industrial Engineers will have a guest speaker at 1
p.m. tomorrow in the Engineering
Building. Room 337. Call Stacy
Meyer at 277-2501 for information.

turns for
yards.
Calhoun, a 5 -font -9, 190pound senior from Riverside, was
honored as the offensive player of
the week while Clark. a 5-10. 181 pound senior from Sacramento.
was named the defensive player of
the week
Calhoun, a four-year letterman lor the Titans, closed out his
career last Saturday by gaining 228
yards on 21 carries and scoring two
touchdowns in Fullerton’s 39-38
Victor, over Pacific

p
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ONE WEEKEND ONLY
8 00 pm
Friday, Nov. 21
Saturday, Nov. 22 7:00 & 9 30 pm
Sunday, Nov. 23 4:00 & 8-00 pm

Morris Dailey Auditorium
San Jose State University
Admission: $5.00 Advance Outlets Only
$5 50 At The Box Office

Advanced Tickets:

Associated Student Business Office
mellow
1st Floor Student Union
-- Underground Records
West Hall Dormitory
To Ow avows.,
JINNI

Thanks
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SJSU’s Clark named
PCAA player of week

U.S. kids aren’t shortchanged on allowance

Sixty-five percent of parents
who give allowances are happy with
the way they are spent: more than
half impose no restrictions.
The survey of 961 Working

Since 1934
)LICPS 509-480)

the 33rd Floor of the downitm it ’Fish- hon. When Melanie lifted the small
man Building, where Melanie Pilaski box. it exploded."
is a supervisor handling federal government supply surpluses, said San
Officials at San Francisco GenFrancisco Police Officer Dave Am- eral Hospital said they were under inbrose.
structions from the FBI not to reveal
He said Castro told officers she the women’s conditions yesterday. On
heard the bouquet of dried flowers had Monday afternoon, the hospital had rebeen left at the GSA mailroom on the ported both women in fair condition.
32nd floor and she carried them up to
Hospital spokeswoman Ruth
her co-worker’s desk.
Rankin had said Melanie Pilaski suf"I placed the basket of flowers fered second-degree hums to her face
between Melanie and myself." she and chest and Castro, who had been
told police. "Melanie reached into the wearing glasses, had first-degree hums
basket, grabbing a wallet -sized box in to the face and hands and cuts from
silver wrapping paper with pink rib- broken glass

MCWTO

AlIONAI

iNilF IID

The world’s leading
test prep organization.
For Information Contact

ONE IN CHRIST
2265 Sherry Court
Livermore, CA 94550
(415) 447-2052

14151433.1763 One Semen/ Paid& PL...
San F rancwo 94108
14151927-1115 20 Magnolia Avvnio
Arkspor Marls 9493.
14151327-08413151 tiertilhon AVVOIM,
Palo Also ’14301
141518494044 64 Shattuck Squad
lierkely ’4704
17021329-53151931 Sum,
Reno. Nevada Ft9512
19161753-4800104 I- sevie Data.’ ...If,

KINKO’S
COPIES
RESUMES
Copy your resume at Kinko’s. We
have a wide selection of fine
papers, matching envelopes, and
other stationery products that help
you look good.

kinkots
310 South Third Street
Mon -Fri: 7am-9pm
Sat: 10am-6pm
295-4336
(across horn McDonald’s)

481 E. San Carlos Street
OPEN 24 Hrs.
295-5511
(between 10th & 11th)
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Official says
Soviet reactors
may be unsafe

Denise Wendler Daily staff photographer
Rodger O’Brien. left. business management
major, and Revell Newton, journalism sopho-

more, do their part for Alpha Tau Omega’s
pingpong-athon fund-raiser. which wilt bene-

fit I nited %%ay. The charitable fun is seheduled to continue for 121 hours.

ATO playing pingpong for United Way
By Janell Hall
Daily staff writer
An SJSU fraternity is playing around this week.
hut not just !or fun.
Alpha Tau Omega is sponsoring us fourth annual pingpong-athon to raise money for the Santa
Clara County United Way Chapter. The fraternity is
playing non-stop for 121 hours to represent the number of years ATO has been in existence, said Patrick
Quinn. ATO membership chairman.
The pingpong-athon began Sunday evening and
will continue until 9 p.m. Friday. The fraternity’s 68
active members and 25 pledges are playing at halfhour intervals at ATO’s house located at 355 E.
Reed Si.

Quinn said AT() hopes to raise $5,000 in
pledges and donations from local businesses and residents. Each participant has an individual pledge
goal
$35 for active members and $50 for pledges.
he said. The fraternity is also raising money from Tshirt sales.
"We’re pretty excited." Quinn said. "This
will he a good test for the house to keep together.**
He said this semester has been a good one for
the fraternity . despite the fact ATO did not have a
house for fall rush.
The fraternity has been "struggling" since
ATO’s house burned down in March of !WO. Quinn
said. One Delta Gamma sorority member was killed
and two AT() members were injured in the blaze

which destroyed the house.
Since that time. ATO members haw been scattered. The fraternity’s members were di% ided among
several residences and most recently relocated on
17th Street. Quinn said.
"After the housed burned down, the chapter
split up." Quinn said. Now we’re hack in the
mainstream of Greek life "
The fraternity has been moving into a new
house since the beginning of the semester and the
process should he completed by next week. said
AT() member Roy Perez.
"We’re inviting other fraternities to participate
in the (pingpong-athon I so they can come by and see
the new house:* Pei,/ said.

WASHINGTON (AP) --- The
Soviet Union most likely has resumed operation of some nuclear
plants without making the safety
improvements promised in the
wake of the Chernobyl accident.
Energy Secretary John Herrington
said yesterday.
"Our hest estimate is they
started Chernobyl up probably too
soon to do all the upgrades they
said they were going to do," Herrington said after testifying at a
Senate hearing. "We are reasonably sure they are operating reactors today without the upgrades
they promised."
Herrington called the improvements "major installations"
that couldn’t have been completed
before the Chernobyl facility
started up Sept. 29 - five months
after a fire and explosion ripped
through one of its four reactors and
sent a cloud of radiation across the
globe.
Asked if the :,alety tmprovements eventually will be
made.
Herrington
replied.
"There’s no way of knowing. I certainly hope so,"
Herrington also said the
United States is having trouble getting information about two reactors
the Soviet Union is building near
Cienfuegos. Cuba, 180 miles from
Key West.
"The typical response was.
you will he reading about this in
our technical journals. And that is
not good enough in this situation."
Herrington said.
The first plant was started in
1983 and scheduled to go on line
next year.
Construction on the second
began in 1985 with start up planned
for 1990. However. Herrington
said there have been delays. and
operation of the first plant is "not
imminent.
The secretary said he suspects
the reactors will not he of the same
design as the graphite -moderated

plant that caught fire at Chernobyl
But he said the United States has no
details about the construction of the
Cuban plants, their safety systems
and who will he operating them.
The energy secretary said uncertainties about the reactors include:
Containment building. The
First reactor under construction
does have one. hut U.S. experts
lack inlOnnation about the degree
of steel reinforcement, the concentration of concrete used and other
specifics.
Fire safety system. Is there
one and if so, what kind?
Instnimentation. Herrington
said Finland has agreed to put a sophisticated system in Soviet reactors, hut it is unclear whether the
Cuban plants will have the same
one.
Simulators. The Finns have
an outstanding system that operators use to practice, hut it is not
known whether Soviet reactors or
the Cuban ones will have anything
comparable. Herrington said.
Ambassador-at-large Richard
Kennedy. a hoard member of the
Atomic
Energy
International
Agency, said he has urged Soviet
and Cuban authorities to provide
the type of information that is in the
public domain in this country.
"We have indicated to the
we’re
government of Cuba .
prepared to make further information available. We expect them to
do the same vis-a-vis the reactors in
Cuba." he told Sen. Thad Cochran. R -Miss.. chairman of the Governmental Affairs subcommittee on
energy, nuclear proliferation and
governmental processes.
Kennedy said the United
States has made it "absolutely
clear" it expects the highest safety
standards to he applied to the
Cuban reactors.

Non-smokers to help
smokers kick the habit
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Deity staff writer
Tomorrow is the American Cancer Society Great American Smokeout, which has been taking place for
the past 10 years as an effort to create a
smoke -free society by the year 2000.
The Great American Smokeout is
a day for smokers to quit and nonsmokers to adopt them, giving encouragement and helping minimize stress
during the process.
According to statistics recently
released by the American Cancer Society, non-smokers are beginning to
outnumber smokers and ex -smokers
number in the millions.
Except for young lemales. smoking has declined among all major age,
race and sex groups and attitudes toward smokers are getting more intolerant, the report indicates.
Still. about 54 million people
continue to smoke and 18 percent of
college women smoke daily as opposed to 10 percent of college men,
and these women smoke more heavily
than the men do.
’In an I8 -hour work waking day.
a two-pack -a -day smoker spends from
three to four hours with cigarette in
mouth, hand or ashtray, takes about
400 puffs, and inhales up to 6(() milligrams of tar.’’ the report states.
For most people quitting the
smoking habit "cold turkey" seems to
work better than a gradual tapering off
and smokers of low tar and nicotine
cigarettes find it easier to quit altogether than do high tar and nicotine
smokers, according to the report.
Recent findings indicate that exposure to tobacco smoke can cause
disease, including lung cancer, in non-

smoking adults if they are around it
often enough.
People exposed to others’ tobacco
smoke (side stream smoke) absorb nicotine. carbon monoxide, and other cigarette ingredients just as smokers do.
though in smaller amounts.
The following tips provided by
the American Cancer Society for Smokeout Day are for smokers and those
trying to help a friend out:
Throw out all cigarettes by
breaking them in half and wetting
them down.
Clean out all ashtrays in your
home, office or car and put them
away. Discard matches. hide
or give them away.
When the urge to smoke hits.
take a deep breath and hold it. Then release it very slowly.
When tempted to reach for a
cigarette, think of a negative image
about smoking. Imagine your worst
experience while smoking.
Chew sugarless gum, lemon
drops, pumpkin or sunflower seeds.
carrot sticks or popcorn to reward
yourself.
Eat three or more small meals.
This maintains constant blood sugar
levels, helping prevent the urge to
smoke.
Scramble your regular routine
and work habits. Avoid the "scene of
an urge."
Cleanse your body after nicotine. Drink liquids -- lots of them.
Herbal teas, fruit juices, and caffeine free soft drinks. Avoid coffee and il
cohol.
Keep your hands and mind
busy by working (Sr exercising.

ride and respect
with the teiritcaty-

A GUIDE FOR ADOPT-A -SMOKER
0 Show you care - you have a vested interest in keeping your adoptee in
goovl health.

takestoLeadthe
UTfld
lead
add bait again. And along
way yoUlt pickkg up experience

(7:1 Provide a survival kit of low -calorie nibbles -- carrots. cinnamon
sticks. sugarless gum.
CI Don’t nag or threaten.
0 Try to he available in person or by phone the entire day.

builds maiden= it tikes years to
get

0 Keep in contact.
El Take your adoptee out to breakfast or lunch. Or promise a special
dinner at his or her lavorite restaurant.
1=1 Give him or her a special Smokeout "quitter’s sticker" to wear.
0 Go public with your adoption. Enlist the help of others an giving moral
support to your adoptee.
111 If you’re a never -smoker, consider giving up something for the day
candy, desserts, coffee. etc.
El Send flowers for a post-Smokeout celebration.
El Offer a lift to work or home in the afternoon.
0 Schedule an evening activity that minimizes the temptation to smoke
movie, an exercise activity, or a get-together with other "adopters"
and their "foundlings.

elenwhere.

-

ollege graduates start with
management and leadership traitrung
at Officer Candidate School. Once
commissioned, you’ll have even more
educational opportunities that can
further professional growth.
You’ll uncover your potential and
get the responsibility and decision

makingtuthority NIKIXSN

MIAS. ’Llic

challenge, satisfaction and rewards addup To personal and pmiesOtinal growth
no other lob can aiatal.
When you lead the Achenture you start
out with pride and respect. it puts you
a step ahead Contact your Navy Officer
Recruiter or call l -1100-327-NAVY.
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Reporter discusses Nicaragua

April Swift Daily staff photographer
Lars Gunnar Friondson, a 20-year veteran of Swedish National
Radio, addresses an 5,1151 radio and television senior seminar class
about how he reports on the situation in Nicaragua.

dn

SJSU
provides
vaccines
Health tiers lees \ leasles
Immunitation Week \1 ill continue through this week
All new and returning students born after Jan: t. 1957
must have proof of immunization
before Nov. 26 in order to he enrolled for spring semester. said
Raymond Millet, director of
Health Services
Students who live in dormitories, who received their primary and secondary schooling
outside the United States, and
students enrolled in dietetics.
medical technology, nursing.
physical therapy, any practicum,
and those teaching or working
with preschool -age children and
school -age children must also
show proof regardless of age.
Miller said.
Free measles shins can he
received at the Health Building,
Room 2111 today and tomorrow
1 rom ft a_ m to 7 p.m. and Friday
II-0111X a ni to 10 ami

iiii//10/0 /
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!,1 administrative positions have increased by 78.9 percent over the last live
years, compared to 14.8 percent within the
IC’ system and negative 14 percent within
the community colleges, according to CFA
figures
"The number %A adminisfrators has
nearly doubled.’’ Rice said.
In 1981-82 the number of administrators
was at 1,290. lOr 1985-86 it is at least 2.308,
he said.
Sunlit did not deny the numbers stated
by CFA. hut said the CFA does not understand how the figures are calculated tor budgetary purposes.
A reduction in administrative positions
could provide funds fOr substitute faculty
which would reduce the student -Faculty rano
and increase professional development i up.
portunities. Rice said
The student loses when the ratio gets too
high because faculty does not have the time
to spend with students. he said
I/

///

Salmi said the CF.1 is citing numbers
or administrative positions from the Management Personnel Plan, arid either CFA
doesn’t realize -- - or is reluving to realize -that those figures include positions other than
Faculty that are calculated into "administrative units."
The Management Personnel Plan. where
Samit said the numbers came from, includes
positions such as plummers, groundskeepers
and other non -executive management positions that are included in the figures because
they are not represented in the CSU budget
anywhere else.
These supervisory positions are not protected by any union so they are included in
the administrative budget in order to provide
compensation benefits and representation, he
said.
"There are thousands of these positions
that are not included in any of the CSU bargaining units that other groups are covered
by.’’ Samit said.
Bargaining units are a measure of rep-

We offer:
flexible hours to fit schedule.
Excellent commissions paid
weekly with ear expense and
generous bonus structure.
*Complete training with bonus.
We require:
Courteous and outgoing
personality.
Will to win over adversity.
Previous sales experience.
Call today for local interview
(800)822-4004
Ask for Mr. Roger Pierre
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urging resipus neighborhood
dents to attend the City Council
meeting. Ilalberstadt said.
Fullerton questioned the level
of neighborhood opposition to the
SJSU request.
"I really don’t know if there’s
a large body of community sentiment there," she said.
Scott Valor. A.S. director of
academic affairs. agreed.
"One word can describe it."
Valor said at a meeting of the Academic Senate on Monday "That’s
apathy."
The (’CA doesn’t have much
influence over individual residents,
he said.
Valor is chairman of an A.S.
task force on the closure request.
The A.S. is spending $2.200
on a campaign to influence the City
Council, including $1.000 for hiring its former executive assistant
Paul Sonneman as a consultant.
1 S. President Toni Boothe
has said. although he has been a
CCA member for about a year. he
(.1.)

DOUBLE FEATURE
RADIO ON

Student support lacking
in fight to close street
TASK k (HUT.

Mi page I

The buses are being provided
by the administration, and have
been approved by President Gail
Fullerton.
Sonneman. who is collecting a
Mt a week salary lrom the AS..
said he was disappointed by not
being able to show community support for eventually closing San Carlos Street

&
JIMMY CLIFF

*
*

in

Peter Stein

’The people control the purse strings.’
he said, and the CFA intends to change the
administration through the long-range use of
the government.
The entire CSU system should be one of
checks and balances when it comes to conduct and budgets, he said.
’Right now the administration watches
over the faculty, hut who’s watching the administration?’’ Rice said.

As a pickpocket, Lenny lacked that certain
subtlety.
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PPE-GPAND OPENING
CONSTRUCTION ’VICES...
HURRY!

,

Just Released. Handsomely appointed new 2 bedroom, 21/2
bath condominium homes in a great location, minutes away
from San Jose State University.
Featuring: 2 Master bedrooms with full baths 0 Wall to wall
carpeting 0 Ceramic tile entry 0 Washer & dryer 0 Gourmet
kitchen with self-cleaning range, dishwasher, breakfast bar,
tile counter top, pantry, disposal 0 Cultured marble vanity
at bath 0 Covered parking OSecurity gate & phone intercom
system 0 Balcony 0 More!

0

WALK TO SAN JOSE
STATE UNIVERSITY

Reprints From Slides
3x5
5x7
8x10
11x14

390
890
$1.99
$4.99

U NIVERSITY
P .LACE
Sales office: open Friday, Saturday.
Sunday & Monday, 12 to 4 or by
appointment From Highway 280 take
the 10th 11th Street exit, then go north
on 11th Street 4 blocks to San
Salvador

Reg 580
Reg $1.49
Reg. $3.49
Reg. $9.45
f

(408) 720-0885

The builder referees the right without prior notiCe
Subiltitute rnatrifils 01
to change prices
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** THE HARDER THEY COME **

at 10:00 PM
*
*
NOVEMBER 19
*
Morris Dailey Auditorium
*
$2 Admission PWICAmBoic9 :
***************************

Dry Toast

’A lot of people are tired. hut a lot of us
are ready to do something.’’ Rice said.

*
*

*
*
*

"Based on campus community meetings I’ve been to during
the past year. I know that there a lilt
ot people who agree with us." said
Sonneman, a former A.S. executive assistant.
The main themes to be
stressed by the task force is that San
Carlos Street will not he closed before 1990. and campus environment will he improved overall.
Sonneman v.i il

There is little respect lett between -the
CSU administration and faculty, he said.

*
*
*
*
*
*

at 7:00 PM

Oct. IS

The CFA doesn’t expect much initial re
action from the (’St ’ chancellor’s office, hut
the group expects to have some influence in
the Legislature. Rice said.

* ***************************
*
*
** WEDNESDAY NITE CINEMA **

*
*

has never had a chance to vote
within that group on the issue.
Halberstadt said the associatam has voted three times in the
past four ,cars on closure of the
street.
It hasn’t taken a recent vote,
though, at the advice of its parlianwntarians, who say the group has
already taken its stand, she said.
The council will consider the
request at a general -plan review
meeting tontortow at 7 p.m. at San
Jose City Hall, 801 N. First Sr
Last year. the council voted to
deter its decision on closure to this
year’s review.
The council considers changes
in its Horizon 2000 general plan, a
detailed description of transportation and land -use policy throughout
San Jose. each fall
The proposal laces an uphill
battle, with both city planning staff
and the planning commission recommending against approval.
The commission sided 5-1
against the request at a meeting

resent:moil used in collective bargaining processes Vi ’thin CSU to allow fair representation in committees, he said.

Advertising Sales
Become part ot a network of over
85 college campuses nationwide.
Gain valuable work experience
while going to school selling
display advertising in your class
schedule. Restaurant guides.
coupons and student buying guides
sections. 100% guaranteed
readership.

Campus-area group
questions closure

Faculty union claims CSU chancellor
misuing millions in education funds

Men’s sports **
reach success **
*
on less money **
managed by Executive Vice President
J. Handel Evans. she said.
These areas are hurting most
under the university’s current budgei
crunch. Fullerton said.
SJSU will have about 800 full
time -equivalent students this year than
the number lor which it receives fund
ing.
That dillerence translates into
S5.000 less per FTES or $4 million
throughout the university, he said.

government is not a democracy hut.
NICARAGUA. from page I
you have to consider they are a counmake the proper contacts," Erlandson
try an a state of war. You have to consaid. "Then you can meet with the
sider that democracy is kind of new for
leadership of the Sandinista and get
them." Erlandson said. "They had all
their interpretation of the events.’’
those years under Somoza and his
Erlandson said the real work bedictatorship.
gins after he hears from both sides. He
’I don’t think the people in Swedescribed a situation he encountered in
den label (the Contras) ’freedom fightNicaragua when he heard reports from
ers.’ We use a different label for them.
United Press International and The AsThe label we call them is ’rebels.’ or
sociated Press wire services of 130
’right-wing radicals.
he said.
Sandinista soldiers killed in combat.
In an interview with Nicaraguan
’A few days after we got this inPresident Daniel Ortega last week. Erformation from the government. UPI
landson asked the president how he
and AP, we went into this area and we
could call his country a democracy
heard the people say it was a massacre." Erlandson said. "It was when his administration has closed the
women and children. Most of the 130 only opposition press in the country
people who were killed were civil- and expelled two bishops who actively
opposed his government.
ians."
Erlandson said the president said
Erlandson said he feels that talking with the civilians in the country- that World -War II Europe, "in the
days of racism and racism, you had to
side gives him the most important inlaws for the security
formation about what is happening in have emergency
of your nations."
Nicaragua.
Erlandson said Ortega explained
"You begin to realize what these
that Nicaragua was protecting its own
people’s lives are like," Erlandson
security in the cases ol closing the opsaid."They are farmers. They have
position press and expelling the bishcorn and beans and rice to eat. They
ops.
are alarming nation."
Erlandson said he found the NicaErlandson said the most interestraguan government was preparing a
ing things going on in Nicaragua today
constitution for publication in January.
are the farming cooperatives, which
The Sandinistas have received much
are collectively owned by the workers.
criticism about the early drafts of the
He said there are I 10.000 farmers in
constitution and have made amendthe association and it is very powerful
ments to appease the many political
in Nicaragua because it is a farming
parties in Nicaragua.
nation.
He said some factions in NicaraErlandson said reporting the situindependent national
ation in Nicaragua hack to his Swedish gua want an
homeland is a lot different than the army while others want a Sandinista
army. He said he believes they will
work of U.S. reporters.
reach an agreement that will please
There is a different point of view
most of the political parties in Nicaraabout Nicaragua in European countries, he said. They see Nicaragua as a gua.
country that has gotten itself out from
Erlandson said he also lOund that
under the grip of a dictatorship and is Eugene Hasenfus. the 45 -year-old
trying govern itself through a crude Wisconsin gun -runner sentenced to 30
form of democracy .
years in prison tor transporting arms to
He said that many people in the Contra rebels, will probably he reUnited States believe the Nicaraguan
leased after some months in prison
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Joy of juggling
Club promotes camaraderie
By Janet! Hall
Daily staff writer
join a club which has no dues
want to
or fees, which teaches you new skills
and which encourages goofing off?
Then check out the juggling club.
"We are probably the least bureaucratic
club on campus." said Karl Volk, president of
the juggling club. "We have no political
views. Anybody that wants to learn how to juggle can just show up at a meeting and become a
member."
Brad Jackson, professor of mathematics
and faculty adviser for the club, helped found
the club four years ago with former SJSU student Ken Martinez. Jackson said he organized

’We are probably the least
bureaucratic club on
campus. We have no
political views.’
Karl Volk,
juggling club president
juggling clubs at Penn State and at the University of California at Santa Cml. Jackson had
taught Martinez how to juggle when he attended Penn State.
"We basically had to form an official organization or (the Student Union) wouldn’t
think of giving us a room." Jackson said.
The juggling club conducts its meetings in
the Union’s Ballroom or Umunhum Room
whenever these rooms are free.

"We need high ceilings and lots of
space," Volk said. "The Student Union management won’t let us reserve rooms every
week."
He said the club is unable to use any of the
gyms for their meetings because "the men’s
gym is small and usually tied up." and the
women’s gym has not been made available.
"They don’t really like us using them,"
Volk said. "I guess they think we might mess
up the floors or something. Also, they generally have rental fees."
Since the club does not collect dues, it
would he difficult for them to pay rental fees
for a place to meet, he said.
"During the spring semester, it’s warm
enough to juggle outside," Volk said. "Right
now, it’s starting to get cold and dark earlier."
Volk said the club’s two primary goals are
to increase membership and to find a permanent place for the club to meet.
"We’re trying to keep up high visibility,"
he said. "We juggle outside when we have a
chance to break away from studying."
Volk said the club has 15 members, half
of which are new to the club this semester.
Jackson said he uses juggling in his
classes to demonstrate mathematical principles.
"It gives free advertising to the club." he
said. "Juggling is my way of telling a joke in
class,even if it’s not too closely related to
math."
Most of the equipment for the club is
owned by Jackson, although many members
also bring their own halls and juggling clubs.
The club recently purchased a unicycle v. 01
money contributed by each club member. In

Abraham Haile Daily staff photographer
The juggling club, which needs high ceilings and lots of space, meets Monday nights on the third floor of the Student Union
addition, the club also uses stilts and rings.
Volk said the club has performed several
times, in the past at the opening of Spartan Village at South Campus.Fi r bar mitzvahs, birthdays and most recently a the street fair during
homecoming week last month. The club has
also performed at halftime show. for SJSU basketball games.
He said that there a en’ t too many professional nigglers in the arel because it’s very

Winter sports more than skiing
By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff wnter
the temperature drops
When
and you can see your breath
in the cool, gray mornings, it
must he time to put away the surfboard
and hacky sack and come up with
some unique things to do over the winter season.
While hordes of Bay Area residents will be stampeding to the downhill ski slopes in search of snow bunnies and the "perfect run," there are
plenty of alternatives and special programs to consider this season:
On Dec. 6, Kirkwood Ski
Resort, Highway 88 at Carson Pass,
will host a snow sculpture contest to
benefit KQED Channel 9, a San
Franciscsupublic television station.
The1wilI be adult and children’s
’divisions and "artists" can compete as
a team or as individuals. First prize in
each division will receive a three-day,
two-night stay at Kirkwood that includes skiing and lodging.
KQED members will receive a
30-percent discount on lift tickets for
that day.
In conjunction with the snow
sculpture contest, there will be a performance by the ’60s Motown revival
group. the Zasu Pitts Memorial Orchestra
Western Mountaineering, an
outdoor sporting store in San Jose on
South First Street, sponsors "Fun Express" trips to the snow -packed mountains for activities other than downhill
skiing.
They sponsor day -long bus excursions($49) to Royal Gorge for cross
country skiing on Dec. 28 and Jan. 11
that feature transportation, breakfast,
instruction, rental skis and a full day
on 300 kilometers of prepared tracks.
Cross country skiing is similar to
race -walking: skiers glide along
mostly flat terrain that gives a good
aerobic workout.
For even more strenuous exercise, Western Mountaineering rents
and sells snow shoes for rugged terrain
walking.
Another "Fun Express" trip on
Jan. 25 will he downhill skiing with
the newest twist: metal -edged skis for
quicker, sharper turns. The Kirkwood
trip ($55) will feature transportation,
continental breakfast, rental skis instruction and lift ticket.
If you don’t want to leave the
Bay Area. you can enjoy a popular
East Coast winter sport in the Santa
Clara Valley, ice skating.
Eastridge Ice Arena in San Jose
offers over half off regular admission
price ($2) to SAC students. Besides

If you don’t want to
leave the Bay Area,
you can enjoy a
popular East Coast
winter sport in the
Santa Clara Valley: ice
skating. Here Charyl
Brusch, an ice skating
instructor at the Ice
Capades Chalet in
Cupertino, tutors a
youngster.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (API
A quadriplegic woman who has earned
thousands of dollars by playing a keyboard with her tongue won the right
Monday to solicit donations on the
Boardwalk.
Celestine Tate, 31, of Philadelphia, went to Atlantic County Superior
Court to challenge the constitutionality
of Atlantic City’s anti -begging ordinance But before a judge could rule,
her attorney. Jack Feinberg, announced he had reached an agreement
with the city that will allow Tate to
continue her performances.
Tate, who was wheeled into court
on a gurney, said she would return to
her regular spot outside Caesar’s Hotel
Casino.
Tate is handicapped from a congenital disorder that left her limbs underdeveloped and useless, Ten years
ago, she won custody rights of her infant daughter by proving to a court that

Sponsors turn bowl games into name games
The Associated Press
The name of the game used to
he so simple: Sun Bowl. Holiday
Ituiw I. Gator Bowl, Fiesta Bowl.
Now, the name of the game is a
name game: it’s the John Hancock
Sun Bowl. the Sea World Holiday
Bowl and. soon, it will he the Mazda
Gator Bowl.
Even the Sugar Bowl, one of
the original four New Year’s Day
games, has a new name
the
USF&G Sugar Bowl.
With fetes ision money dwindling, corporate cash has arrived to
hail out sports, hut the rescue has a
price -- and it’s right up front in the
name.
How Mr away is the FTD Rose
Bowl? We can’t have the Sunkist
Orange Bowl, though, because that
puny has already bought into the
Fiesta Bowl.
The Sugar Bowl, which has

she was capable ol rearing the child,
demonstrating in front of a judge how
she could change diapers with her
teeth.
For the past three years. Tate has
earned about $1,500 a week in donations by playing an electronic keyboard by pressing her tongue against
the keys.
She had accumulated more than
50 summonses from officers enforcing
the city’s anti -begging ordinance.
However, she said, just as often officers would place contributions in her
cup.
Last month. Tate was convicted
in municipal court on 18 counts of violating the ordinance and fined S2,0(X).
The city argued that Tate is a shrewd
businesswoman and estimated her annual income last year to he from
SI 20,000 to $140.000.
Feinberg said he will appeal the
fines, which were due yesterday

produced six of the last II national
champions, is the first ill the majors
to agree to share its marquee with a
business partner.
The change created no great
outcry in New Orleans, where the
economy has been struggling for
some time. The host city has more
important things on its mind right
now, such as local government cutting back to a four-day work week
and threatened library closings.
Whether ABC. which televises
the Sugar Bowl, will accept the new
name is uncertain. It is one of the
items included in current negotiations on a contract to replace the expiring six -year. $4.5 million deal between the network and the howl.
Last year, faced with a similar
dilemma at the Sunkist -Fiesta Bowl.
NBC balked at including the corporate title.
"It was our feeling that we

didn’t want to go to a name for a
New Year’s Day bowl game that
might impinge on the value of the
game," Ken Schanzer, NBC’s executive vice president for sports. said.
"We hoped at the time, by our leadership, that we could stop the
inovement."
They could not.
"Our decision had repercussions," he said. "They made an arrangement with Sunkist and it was
Sunkist Fiesta Bowl everywhere except on TV. It was a source of some
concern and put their relationship in
sortie doubt.**
Sunkist paid the Fiesta Bowl
$500.000 the first year, with the
contract escalating to $1.5 million
over four years. It is the going rate
for such spppsorships and it was
enough to cause friction hetsveen the
howl and the network

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
COCKTAIL PARTY

April Swift Daily staB photographer
Lift ticket, $27.
regular free skating times, Eastridge
Dodge Ridge-. Rental. $13. Lift
reserves times for broomhall and the
Ticket, $20.
National Novice Hockey Association.
Kirkwood Rental. $14. Lill
Bmomball is known as controlled
Ticket, $25.
madness on ice: tennis shoes, broom
sticks and a hall in search of goals.
Bear Valley Rental. $12. Lift
The novice hockey league is for adults Ticket, $20 during the week and $22
over 21 and players travel around the
on weekends and holidays.
Northstar - Rental. $15. Lill
Bay Area to play other teams.
The Ice Capades Chalet in Cuper- Ticket, $25.
tino offers something for the more seSugar Bowl -- No rental. Lift
rious hockey player: the Bay Area
ticket. $20 during the week and $25 on
Hockey League.
weekends and holidays.
Helm of Sun Valley, Saratoga
Usually, the players are transplanted East Coasters who have a
$22 to $24 for weekend rental. No lift
tickets.
greater skill level than the everyday
Mel Cotton’s, San Jose $18.51)
player. Besides hockey. the Ice Cafor three-day rental. No lift tickets.
pades Chalet has bmomball lessons
Tr -City. Fremont $20 for
every day from 5:15 to 7:15 p.m.
Wednesday to Monday rental. No lift
Group rates and private party rates are
tickets.
negotiable.
Skyline Sports. San Jose $19
On Dec. Sand 12. Bear Valley
to $25 for Wednesday to Monday
Ski Resort will give college students
rental. No lift tickets.
free skiing for the day. Called "Bear
*******************
Valley University -- College Bash
’86." the program offers a T-shirt and
discount coupon book to attract stuMORE BILLS
dents to the slopes. Promoters are CurTHAN SALES? *
rently working through campus ski
ADVERTISE
clubs, including SJSU’s.
To celebrate its 25th anniversary,
277-3171
Alpine Meadows is offering a Sunday
special where every 25th skier receives
*************
a silver anniversary memento, like tote
hags, hats and shirts.
The AS. PROGRAM BOARD
For diehard downhill fans, here
are some rates for daily equipment
and SUPRO present
rental (skis, boots, bindings and poles)
and lift tickets at some well-known ski
areas and sporting good stores:
Alpine Meadows
Rental, $15

Quadriplegic woman wins right
to solicit donations on boardwalk

"I’ve probably taught 1.000 people how
to juggle." Jackson said, "Most can learn a
little bit in 15 minutes. I think that people who
can’t learn are afraid of making mistakes.
He said that very few injuries are sustained from juggling.
"People can bruise their hands when first
learning the clubs," he said. "But once you
learn how to juggle, your reflexes get really
fast and you rarely get injured.’’

hard to make a living from juggling.
"You have to he very good," Volk said.
"San Jose isn’t a good place to do street shows
because of the city’s laws."
He said one thing that makes the club
unique is that it tends to do more group
juggling than individual.
Jackson said that he likes to teach group
juggling because it creates more interaction between club members.

All 750
hip

Well Drinks
Tap Beer
Wine
Hors D’oeuvres
(5pm-8pm)

The Pruneyard
(next to Upstart Crow)
Campbell 371-3801
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Bloom County

Yesterdaily
Campus
Spartan City residents fighting
the planned closure of the South Campus apartments demonstrated and gathered signatures Saturday from football
tans at Spartan Stadium.
The Spartan football team, rolling

to its hest finish since 1949, tied for
the final slot with the Georgia Bulldogs in United Press International’s
coaches’ poll, released yesterday.

money and letting people into the
game without tickets, said Lew
Schatz, University Police Department
chief.

Three employees of Events Management, a security company hired for
Saturday’s football game, are under
investigation tor allegedly pocketing

A woman’s chances of being
raped or sexually assaulted may he as
high as one in three, according to a

ANNOUNCEMENTS

JESSICA’. NIGHTCLUB, 1001 S 1st
St . needs waiter ma, brffidrs. DJ
Call 297.7272 279-0683 to, Itho

FOR NEW
itttot-exof rr

WO ID PIM 3 CH0951
Asf,86 AW:lp
WIMACE WICAA.Y
oar STIM1 MAAS

local rape crisis organitation.

JOBS’ JOBS, JOBS’ Ideal for students Joln drr marketing staff
Take mw end renewer magmine

ADULT (XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE! Call 255-0724 (recording)
to gel your copy 24 hrs FREE

Orders by phone Mon 15r0 Weds
Solo Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 370-9090

CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & proImslonel growth as Volunteer In.

KIDDIE WOOL D TOYS. 3640 Stevm
Creek Blvd, San Jose, 741-1100
Warehouse. sales, Cashier positions open Apply el Kiddie World.

tern In world renowned local
program
Counseling, support
services, infrnIn data processing.
public

awareness. fundraising,
a mono-lingual. ell majors. grad & undergrad Float

sic RI.

once horn clonesl to post -grad.
Intro-to extrovert WE NEED YOU
Mar campus IC E F PO Box
952, S J 95106. 2130-5055

NO calls
LIBRARY ASST. Additionsl position
oven, some eves & Sat . 15-20
hrs wk. 55 hr Esc communication skills rim Call Remy or
Susan et 299-3567 Dolmen 94izen
LOOKING

FOR

PART TIME work"
Togo sal 900 N Fret Sr is hiring
for day time positions Plane call

RESEARCH PAPERS 15,276 AVAIL,
ABLE’ Cables 57 00 Research,
11322 Idaho, /20401. Los An

287-4570 or inquire wIthIn

or

McDONAL 0 NOW HIRING, Premium
pay, hours fiesible around mho*,

TWO CUTE KITTENS for FREE. Call
Craig
et
725-0244.
Monday
through Sunday after 3pm

schedule Two-five days, 10-35
lirs irk Interviews M-F 3-4prn
Contact Mike or Lucy RI 356-3095.
15475 Los Gatos Blvd

gam

90025
VISA MC
C013,(213) 4774474

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE" San Jose, best
BUGS All guaranteed,. 100% fl.
nancIng. OAC

sell’s Furniture-296-7393

Call VW Restora-

tion at 7974700 5200 discount on
mhicle purchase re only ID
PROF MUST SELL 72 GHIA, excel
cond motor body Orig owner.
1208 rebit carb 795-9096
81 FORD ESCORT WGN AM FM cam.
sc. 4.0. emit cond $200000.,
Call David at 275-0343
72

OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED, part
time NOW, full-time Christmas
break Call Debby or Janet at Rus-

PART A FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ Notional
firm
preparing
for
Christmas work and semester
break work II accepted you will
earn $925 sterfing, Part lime (20)
earnings per week equal $185
Full (40) awnings per week equei
$370 No mperience is needed because of our intensive on the job
training program Good math and
reading skIlls are a plus Some
evening end weekend posItion

YELL OW GHIA excel cond. 1
owner
below
blue
book,
$1750 120.000 mis P5295-9096

are avallabte end some fissibliity
is allowed during final emms In
ackittlon. II you qualify, corporate
scholarships are awarded. Inter-

75 CHEVY VAN. runs great, new all terrain fires, centerline rims. bed,
carpet $2600 or offer
5100 after 4 30pm

Cell 241-

nships are possible. and you may
earn 2.3,4 credits per quarter or
During your winter,
semester
spring. and especially summer
lull
lime
work is aoallabia
breaks,

71 PLYMOUTH SATELITE SE ABRING
plus
motor.
400HP
autotrans slap-stick SC. pc pie
barn shift kit. 125 on now Irons

Call today for information and an
interview. or call Monday through
Friday between 10 AM.? PM (4011)

736-8481. $000 he

COMPUTERS
APPLE

MACINTOSH USERS
limo on a
l eserWriter
printer
Wordprocessing

Plus
and
straight typing services also Call
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 Pickup
end delivery Reasonable rates.
quality work’
COMPUTER EASE Computer 11,7,0 0,
prIvete instruction on the IBM PC.
In Wordstar, wordperfect. writing
assistant or thole...tonal width
South Son Joao home Afternoon
Clauses only 2271990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS
Portables-OSBORN-MS-80
Over 500 Disk formals
$1400 a disk
Word ProcessorsMag
Tropes
Prompt Service PU A silvery
Cream
Sam Dela
IV..
(408)866-6080
IBM PC COMPATIBLE. 6405.2 floppy
dr 20 MOHO, monochrome monitor.
serial parallel clock
card.
dot -marls printer 4053 1. soft were. meg. 280-0759.51000 on
IBM XT COMPATIBLE. 2566. 2 drivers,
monitor. keyboard. MG P. $495
64010. 20MB herd disk, drive,
monitor, keyboard. $1095 Dot
matrix printer. $240 Letter quality. $195 One block from campus
404 S 3rd SI , 82, corner of San
Salvador PC-COM. 295.1806
MAC PL US COMPUTER. keyboard.
mouse. external drive. 3 mths
new. $1200 he Greg, 971.2942

FOR SALE
CANON TYPE MATE 10 Paid $779. will
mil $190 Too comples for my
um’ I 5 KB test memory. text editing, typalrng
tunctlon-4 tan.
garages. calc mode. tally portable
w ac -dc power choice Call 1933905
FUTONS, Oualhy cotton products
Create your own living 6 sleeping
space ivith our futons. plilows
end frames Custom Futons & Pli.
900 5 Winchester
196-6161
Blvd.
San
Jose
GRAND OPENING SAL E.’
lows

I

Plus

SELL ONLY ONE model and sire
(23 ) of bike. but you can own a
new 12-speed for less then NS
MHC Bicycle Sales offers low Coal transportatIon needs for the
Student 30 day quitrent. All
sales final Call Days 942-7736,
Ems 293-4780 Ask for Joe
FRAME
& book..
hdbrd $5. Schwinn 10-speed,
$100 Cal 746-6959 lOom-lOpm

WATERBED

WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES" Borrow than trorn us, Real Estate,
Mothrallomi, Sales & Business
home-study courses Hundreds
In choose Iron. We II also accept
my used courses for credit toward the annual fee UNLIMITED
borrowing TM Seminar Library
(080)824-22225 132

HELP WANTED
SUPERVISION help
with homework. two children Es.
change room & board Or mg.
Weekdeys 3-6prn Almaden Valley
area Anxious, please mil Ga-

AFTER SCHOOL

brielle 971-8118 266-9753
ATTENTION ALL CLUBS’ Need fund
Telmer No sales PM for needed
service Cell 2554675
DO

TELEMARKETING FOR small
busk.. consulting firm Call
horn home 5 to IS hours per
week Cell 247,1120

EARN 6460 weekly, 660 per hundred
envelopes
stuffed Guaranteed
Horneworkters needed fOr company protect stuffing envelopes
and assembling materials Send
stamped self address*il envelope
IC JEW Mall Co, P 0 1301 15- I ,
Gestate, Ca 91310
FREEHMAN SOPHMOAF Clerk Typlet Type 40WPM. Willow Glen
ems 17-20 hours per week Call
for sppolnlment 76642111

275-9665

If the line Is busy.
please be patient end try again
An equal opportunity company’

Rent

PART TIME JOBS. We market auto
club memberships for the major
oil companies Part-thne. easy
hours, warkly paychecks $7 to
$15 houry commission. complete
training provided. Great expert.
once tor your nmume R C Smith
Corp. 2474570
SECRETARY RECEPTIONIST’
45wpm. 15-20 this Willow Glen.
call Daphne ME (95) at 993-0998

P T

REC

LDR . 05 25 hr . 3-4 eves wk
13pm-9prn City of Milpitas. apply
457E Calaveras Blvd .942.2470

SALES’ EARN MORE than 200. by
selling insulation to home owners Call 2004245 alter Spin
SUPPORT YOUR SCHOOL while you
support yourself Groat experience, Hiring Immediately Earn up
to $10 plus hr Close to campus,
evening only Telemarketing with
new twist Most have good cornrnunkation skills end command
of the English language Call now’
Deb Antley. SJSU Annual Fund
277-9206
TEACHERS a AIDES for preschool
LG SJ sr. 6 FCE units preferred
(408)723-1131
TEACHERS FOR SMALL profession.,
with caring
Ontopreschool
sphere Need FCF. enthuslesm,
and creativity Fiesible hours &
friendly staff I IM Scholars Preschool. 236-1474 or 2744726
TELEMARKETING EOCELL ENT COM
MUNICATOFIS needed to sell
nedlo alr lIme 1 shifts, Mint 2. or
1pm
Spen (TEN) $10111
BONUS Call Mrs Green at 3773800
SAL ES-part time Sell
subscriptions to the Mercury News Guaranteed $4 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM.1PM or
plus
4 30PM-8 30PM. Mon Fri

TEL EPHONE

Set Cell today (408) 933. 1800
SET APPOINTMENT,
your phone 65 per ranted am, ,
plu $7 when sake made by oth-

TELEPHONING

ers Also, sales canvasser, call on
businesses IDEATECH. Mr Stewart 356-4633

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING,. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished. secure end safe rooms. FREE Will Iles end housekeeping service
Reasonable rates -shared or single ovellable Working distance to
San Jose State Office 77 N 5th

MOM3AY Nov I OM For Inf call
History Dept WHINE 277.7595

PERSONAL
more than 6 months 6 are 20-55
yrs old, please call Palmer College of ChlroprecticWeet at (400)
244-8907, mt 401
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
man Please cell Brian el 296
2308
Hill F I JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA
TION. Shabbet dInner parties,
Sunday brunches. lector.. Tuesday Lunch and Learn.kraal
dancing, holiday cebbrations
For information mil Hula at 291’6311
NATIONAL 051 -01 contact club 18 .
men and women Confidental, low
ral.. Send SASE to NGCC. P 0
Box 28761.6. San Jose. Ca
95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try near herbal waght control program No drugs, no exercise
1005, guaranteed Cell (400) 2457503
PROFESSOR’. EXAM FILES ...liable
for
Engineexing
(8
required
courses in CE. Et. ME end Mat
Engr), FIT, Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics Available at Spartan
Bookstore ar Robed. Book Store
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY" Confidential 335 S
Baywood Ave
San Jose Call
247-7486 for appointment
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Can
ter Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 am .
Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 per Phrase
call Campus Ministry at 7984704
for worshibcounsaing,programs
and

study opportunities
Rey
Natalie Shirestr Bob Lag.r.Sr
Joan Panetta, Rev Norb
hobo.
YOUNG LIFE WORKERS needed Get
involved In an exciting urban
youth ministry In East Centrel S J
Call 259-3674 for Info

SERVICES
...axing Let me permanently remove your urthented halr chIn
bikini, tummy moustache, back
shoulders, act 15% discounts to
students and 1.00119 Call before
Chnstmes, 1986 S got your 151
mot at 1 2 price Unwanted hair
di...poems with my care Gwen C
Chagrm, RE Cell 559-3500 for
appl 1645 S Bascom Are CC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
F Fs 1E4.

IS THAT DESIGN project
due & you have no resources for
Ideas or what to build" SHI Elec
Ironic, is committed to Hwang
low cost electronic (component)
& computer information needs for
the student Call Days 942.7736,
Ems 293-4760 sea tor Joe

ENJOY LIFE AS A coffege student, 60
minute tape Sand $6..10rms to
Scott ElliolI, 1469 Walker Pb Rd,
Bayskie, Cs 95524. guaranteed
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY 0111 con
suit wtth SJSU student for 30 minutes FREE Practice limited to all
aspects 01 immgretion and nate
Office located
relimition law
within 10 minute, from campus
Call Robert Ng al (406) 169-8100
torso appointment
KEYS MADE, LOC6OUTS OPENED
autos (most foreign & domestic)
Home a buslms., rekeyIng. locks
Medbolts Icutatted
Mobilebonded-lkensect Open 9 to 6pm.
Mon thni Sat (Sun by appointment) EMERGENCIES ANYTIME
Ron Hughes owner member -Pk A,
IA Evergreen I ocksmIth a Security Service. cell 270.3271,04

cell 1774638 anytime
DUE TO THE wont closing of the single parent SJSU sots. my 12 year
old daughter end I i prof working women and urban planning
prod student) ere barking to
shore apt rose Call 275-9691
FURNISHED BEDROOM, kitchen privImes Prefer remele non-smoker
$3000.0 plus am 4 1 7 uti 9717460 after 9proi, leave message
RESERVE AN APT for Jmurry Mope
security. 2 balm 2611, I ble from
canasta, 148 E WIllIams & 4th
See Kelly or call 267.5316
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE I bar trm
SJSU. turn, large room. $200 nth
Cal 2894693 before 11pen
ROOM. ktehn pry in trade for Musa
wodr. some care for elderly ma
ell 5 70111 Cell Don 290-7116
1920’ CI *SSW. tbdr,rre bonus rm
Must be clean. quiet eobor 551
$ 6th SI, 6450 Call Robert 2972071 after 5pm

LOST & FOUND
LOST CAT FEMALE longhair Simon
SJSU cr00 We miss herr Cal 2772923 or 295-4130 iffsk for Gall
SMALL DOG FOUND near SJSU on

for

men and women Special ’Me with
I multy or student ID Private
confklentisi Weekdays, evenings
Saturday Sunnyvel Electrolysis Center, Koff Business Park at
Hwy 101 & N Feiroaks Ave (408)
7343115
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH tor mit
era. scholars, and public officials
Specialleng in historical, polttl.
cal, biographical looks Student
discounts evollobits For Me Into
write CL 0, 6003-8 Ma(o,. Lane,
Columbia. MD 21045
RUNNERS. ATHLETES. Deep tissue
muscle work for an mtre competitive edge and Increased efficiency Call Richard al 271-8348
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll now, Sem your teeth, eye.
end money too For information
and brochure see A S Office or

Manuel Ruiz

scription

Word

proc trng on
&
word
pert.’
software Hrs M-E, 0 30-5 30 Reserve time now for your upcoming thesis, diamrliffion or menumript Chrystal 923-6401
SAMNA

A CASH REBATE - $5 cash discount
to nem customers on reports to
pages One page free typing on
reports 1.9 pages Professional
typist and skilled word processor
...rioter Plus printing Pickup
end &Wray Higbee, qualny work
el student rates $1 50 page Cell
DAYSTAR at 359-2717

...PA

,

dere/ Mien Of ’WINS&
P0O0TiO4.O440448lle0OCNI6
RAMO/ Agit no MAY NIA
E1051 Gib MD. TIM /MMTTO4
&WO 64N6 TI1C016CIN 4
111FORMAIICA TWIT 44 EL gra.
10.010,11
TSISIA
SISLESS

LARD IS VERY SI scr/
0111 OF TVIVE...

Mre
FAILVIAS,SECAIISS
voNalS 6401/6 IT, SECIAIPOSIOLII
4101A65 NIS

..ION

1110416/1, 0s04IIII4 NINO’S

506o464s PssiTS ARE SO
floor, FIE Odow’r ArrIR

School Daze

Wanda Folk

ACCURACY

ALWAYS Professional
results every time Theses, papers. resumes end dissertallons
Serving Evergreen, SSJ 4 few
minutes from SJSU Student discount with this ad or ID Cell
(4013)224-0652

77OS1 PIGNMJ4513
niev
3TRNR

Ricirr uraA.D you tows rut &CRUM 011Y ’RI CUISSY,
ITE WHY Mt ACED ANOROsraker fiElq
TROWIEST
aveiws ?

rdcritchrr

RAH’

44Ctro

%ear nit FM 41014f1gFalfiR.!

isurrar’43 eel

rAf5’

-Dirrt5T
4.1541EN IN

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in resumes, term pa

Nes

CiM)!

peestranmription
No lob too
smell’ Student discount. Neer
SJSU Teachers welcome’ Office
Altermtives, 294-2974

4IW

AMY WILL TYPE your paper for only
St per peg., double spaced On
campus each dity for pickup & delivery Call 249-4075, heave mes-

PaasoAraily.

49’S
Fut

FE !LAS 41/rb9c15
Vait0415m2.

PS

sage
A WAY WITH WORDS prompt, accurate. literate. El A in history Wang
Word Processing, spelling errors

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

Thick Crust

Eric Kieninger

corrected long manumnths welcome Will pick up. deliver Also
evallable critical reeding, assts.
lance In rewriting Dan Meer.
970-0277
BARRE S WORD PROCESSING Have
job will process EeparlanCied In
theses. manuscripts, papers, resumes
professional
backup
work Reasonable Isles Located
conveniently. LASER PRINTER.

RECK

SECRETARIAL
Student pa
pers. resumes, business typing
oosclo word processing Willow
Wen area Call its. at 2074234

BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA Fast, eccurade typing and
word proceming available seven
days a week L imited pick-up
dethery 365-1012
CAI I I INDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
word
processing
Reports.
tMoos, dissertations, group projects resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per pogo and hourly rates
Transcription twitted* Almaden,
Brennen. arm Free disk storage

OKAY "RDPAY Is
TIE NY THAT
FINALAN GET
’
THE TRASH

Prot Steno Typing Sark. (4061
264-4504
On you bane, papa due soon" Does
II need to be typed" Call today to
schedule your word processing
job Quick turnaround accurete
Sado page 993-9260. Word tor
Word Enterprises-5J
F DOING WORD PROCESSING. 7669148 Emphasis on correct punc
tuetion. sentence structure, and
tormatfing (Turebien, SPA. etc)
Former English maior, highly dependable Willow Glen Area, mtly
lo locate
Call Mrs
Morton
(Morelia) from 8AM-8PM st 266-9448
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, relielirCh papers,
thems & dissertations (Campbell.
Turebien. API 3rd ad). mrem
plays, resumes, corerS follow.up
letters, manuscripts (books, MI.
Cies, short stories), transcription
Free SPEL CHEK, minor MI PI
requmted), proof, disc storage
Student Imully discounts

Oukk

ulty

Classified
etc WIII old in grammar spellingOunctuatan For prompt, 7 day
response, leave message tor

assistance All work guarenteed
Professional, confidentiel and dependable service at AFFORDABLE RATES. Free disk storage
Pam, 247.2681 (Sante Clare) S.
SJSU Fall’66 Directory of Classes
for additional coupon saving.
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
Papers of all ands and lengths
SI 30 palm typing & spelling help.
51 65 pope. typing plus proof Campbell Cr..,
reeding

We also do tape tranmrlp-

!km and bookkeeping Free data
storyge Call 245.1769
XPO

TYPIST. Neer I NO & Camden Report., term papers. etc
Editing
avalimble
Correctable
electronic
typewriter
From
51 50 doubte space pegs Call Bfil
RI 371-5933

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal 1e901 business, word
processing needs Tenn papers,
reports, resumes, com letters,
theses, diseenatIons, manuals
APA
All academic formats
Spelling, grenmer punctustron

INEXPENSIVE, QUICK WORD pro.
mating 111 00 per page, no mint
mum Thesis, dissertation. eh

SUPERIOR WORD PROCESSING remarch & tem moors, thesis, dissertation. resume. etc Accurate,
spelling checked, word COunl,
nenirnorn I year disk storage
Quality printing on queitty paper
Setisfaction guaranteed Pickups
delivery evellable 02 00 pet paps
de Nile 267-2149

3006 IBM area
for as

SERVICE

your typing needs Student mtes
ranging horn al to $ I 75 pro page
Quick Mnaround Disk stoops
tor 30 days Call (408) 946-4967

THESES

REPORT PAPERS Word
procmIng well,. attentIon to
Mai $1 pg for studamts 53 pg
for protases:mats Resumes $10

AM for Amends or leave message
on machine
RE( (ABLE

WORD
PROCESSING
DONE el reasonable ram with
quick turnaround Hine Will set up
spell check ell document. Call

spetling assistance Reasonable
rates Call Merck st 2944347
(work leave message) or 926-1274
before 10 pm
PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and student. can rely on accurate
timely production or newsletters,
reports, mamas, publications.
manuscripts.
correspondence.

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROFESSIONAL typing & business services Fast, reasonable, S near oneversily Cali (406)192-4047

technical
actenthIc
protects
$1 75-53 page Call Vicki at 2111

TYPING

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON T TYPE, but I do’
Theses dissertations, reports
Eight paw minimum, els months
tr. disk storage On-line word

Save your work on the IBM PC for
Islet use Grammar. punctuation,
& spelling checked printed
in
publicellons quality
ErIcksor
Word ProcmaIng 377-5293

Kelley et 972-2907
RESUMES,
COVERI ETTF RS.
end
business correspondence Assistance with vocabulary, mntrance

TYPING DONE

spaced All won. guarTrfiet Tony 2962087

Thanks
ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
word procmaing P2 word pro-

students, InTsern
pews, thesis, rsoumos, manoats, clissertsoons, mass mailing,
sowing check. sic Reasonable
mass Call K & 0 Dead Top Sors.
Ices at 2747562 Pics up and do!ivory sysissOis
auxurv TYPING SE RVICE-RF

WORD PROCESSING

struclor. small business

SUSSES. thesis end term papers
Rmsonable rates Clualth
ice, are to do bold Mee end right
Margin joaliticaliOn
Call 259
9416 Ctose to SJSU
ZEE, TYPING and Secretarial Serv,
Ices Feel, occurete work avail
able seven days wmk Located
in the Blossom Hill Sante Teresa
area 110111.4 pick -up and dab

RFAS004ABLF rate.

tory Call 3651011

TYPING SERVICE for students and In

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each (me)

Ad Rates

Three
Days
3 Lines $3.55 $4.35 $475
4 Lines $435 $5.15 $5.55
5 Lines $5.15 $6.00 $6.35
5 I Ines $595 $680 $7 15
Each Additional Line Add $ 80
Two
Days

One
Day

Four
Days
$5.00

$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

1

1

1

1

1

I

I

I

1

1

I

1

11111)11

1

1’

1

I

1)1111)111111

1

11111111111111

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

1

I

1

rill

I

I

I

1

111

111

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

)11,I1JI1111

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-9 Lines $4600 10 14 I ines $6300
15 Plus ines $80 oo

Phone_

Address

Phone 277-3175
City 8 State

newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min
Wee from comm. Word. end
mom (Parma.) 923-7010
ABSOt UTEL Y,
ACCURATE.
ACCOUNTABL E or lefirphomze that
Vol. typing that’s
tops--try
Tony 296-1067 $1 50 per gine

TYPING TERM PAPER theirs, dissertatIon etc $2 pew Resume $15
Call (406)923.7461. 369 E WIllIam
SI San Joss

Cal P.M el 246-5833

structure, and form it requested
Call 266-9446

Minimum three lines on one day

processing, atk for Joye et NW
1029
A BE AUTIFUI PAPER every time E
pertenced, professional word prore
papers,
cessing
the.,,,
storms. office Overflo*. mailings.

CM (408) 7191076 Sunnyvale
arm Long range assignment
can be submitted by mail re your
remittance

Print Your Ad Here

SKI NORTH TAHOE. Sun n Sand
Lodge, 6308 N laid Blvd, Kings
ElexechL aka Tehm. Ca 95719,
phone (916) 546-2515 $15 per
person double occupancy. $5
each additional! Bmutlful motel
on lake, TV, minutes to North Star

Dependebie rehab.,
eccurete work Rmsonathe rates
$1 50 pg Assignments 10 Obi
and over will be accepted only

San Salvador PC-COM, 295-1606

PUT YOUR WORDS In !herr best per
dotes
spectre
E sporlenced
atonal word procmsing papers
theses. resumes Specialist in

QUALITY

structors

quality printer Resume $S up
Typing 61 50 pg. double space
One block Iron, campus PCCOM 404 S 3rd St. 02, corner of

Panels at (4061275-6253

RHESIA GRAPHICS al 365.9034
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed fast" Let me help’ Term pews, *Pers. rspons, them, re
search paws
Ipi and profesFREE
grammer
a
sionally,

RESUME & TYPING We use IBM XT
COMPUTER, Word Star end letter

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST term paper,.
theses. etc Accurate. prompt.
$7 25 dbl mete per page Saratoga arm. call JOilin el 741.5880

pickup A delivery available, Call
13646960

turnaround /46-5625
EXCEL t ENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers, theses, resumes, disarm
talons, etc for students end fad.

TRAVEL

double
anteed

/3Atti, If rod* WAIN’,

SOASID.

call (408)3714811

ST. 9984234
DORM ROOM FOR FEMALE at reduced price Terms negotiable.

REMOVAL

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats & group propect wet
coma Spell check every lime, free
disk storage Database Capability
Standard IL micro cassette We,

Call Bathe at 926-4370

BARE IT ALL"Stop shoving, waxing.

HAIR

IA

The Real World

ps. Call P J at 923.2309

BACKACHE’? Free examination
care as p.11 01 research protect
It you hem hed low beck pain for

PERMANENT

cqff
group projects, resumes. manuscripts 11 Mem Located in North
San Jose, only minutes from cam-

Berke Breathed

HEAVY-MEM
ROCK BARD

Classified
ABOLISH
N
IRISH
APARTHEID
WRITE FOR FREE Into PJL. 3186
Williams Rd. S J 95117 End the
OPPRESSION,

Page 7

Enclosed IS $

For

Lines

_Days

Circle I Claulfication
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive
Travel

Housing

Services
Lost 8 Found

Stereo

For Sale
Typing

Computers

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Classified Desk Located Outside DBH208
Hours 9000M I0330PM
Deadline. Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

....imp offer. merry guermteed
work at competitive ram Export
anted in thesis tern, papers,

st---

Page
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A.S. board, employee union differ on bargaining issues
By Amy I. habitIlan
Daily staff %WIWI
to begin.
Although negotiations ha,
, the Associated Students and an .iilee union
representative already disagree (ner an A S.
resolution concerning the workers.
The controversy stems from an A.S. Employer -Employee Organization Relations Rest(’ lution adopted by the hoard in July
The no -strike clause, employee classified:lions and impasse procedures within the resolution are unfair, said Jim DuPont, union organiter ol the International Brotherhood of
Painters and Allied Trades
The A.S. employees decided in Septemher to unionwe in order to establish continuity
since the A S. officers change each year.
Another A.S. resolution declaring the
three items a, negotiable was introduced to the
A.S. hoard last week, said Roger Wen, A.S.
vice president.

the A.S
However. in a closed scsi
hoard ol directors referred the neins to its personnel board tor lunher examination and recommendations. The A.S. hoard failed to pass
the resolution declaring the items negotiable by
a 5-5 vote.
The A.S. board also asked the personnel
board to consider the facts that the union did
not agree with the three items, did not sign the
document and advised the A.S. not to adopt the
resolution.
Wert said he also disagrees with
statements in the July resolution.
"A lot of the language that (DuPont) objects to. I objected to when the resolution was
passed in July:* Wert said. "I urged extreme
caution and argued against the provisions that
he is arguing against."
The matter will he investigated more thoroughly by the personnel hoard. said Victoria
Johnson. A .S personnel director.

The three sections are not under consideration or change hut are being considered to see
ii they should be negotiable. Johnson said.
We want to make sure we are Mir."
Johnson said. She added she did not know how
long the personnel hoard will lake to make its
reconunendations.
"I would like the personnel hoard to review the whole resolution and make its recommendations as soon as possible." Wert said.
However, the items should he subjects at
the negotiating table, said Pat Mullenherg.
A.S. employee.
"This is just another delay.’’ Mullenherg
said. "I feel we should he sitting down and
talking. If there is sonic question, then that
should he handled through bargaining
Currently there are eight employees, hut
only four meet the union requirements to join
the union. Mullenberg said. Two new employees are ineligible to join the union and two oth-

ers’ status is being questioned by the union, she
said.
The union disagrees with the A.S. classifications of employees as stated in the July resolution. Under the current classifications. two
employees can’t be represented by the union.
DuPont said. He declined to say who the employees are, hut added they want to he included.
The A.S. probably included the classification clause to make things "less attractive for
the union to organize and keep people split
up," DuPont said. "We are not buying ii "
Although a possible strike by the A.S.
employees is unlikely, the union will he working against the no-stnke clause, DuPont said.
"A strike is not a big issue." DuPont
said. "We will he working on not having (the
no-strike clause) imposed on us."
In case the A.S and the union cannot re,

solve dilici,iiccs and mediation fails, impasse
procedures stated in the July resolution require
the two parties to take their cause to an advisory panel.
According to the resolution, the advisory
panel will include the SJSU President or a designee, the associate executive vice president
id business affairs and the MU Foundation director.
These conditions are unfair. DuPont said.
"It’s all management:* DuPont said.
We feel if we reach an impasse, we can’t get
justice...
Despite the differences. DuPont said he
would like negotiations between the A.S. directors and the union to begin soon.
"There are plenty of items to talk about. DuPont said. "We want to talk things out and
hopefully they will meet its half-way "

"We’re Here"
Phil Alvin

Blasters’
lead singer
plays today
By Amy I.. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
Phil Alvin, a tormer math instructor. returns to the academic world
today
But instead of teaching a class.
the down-home. ’51)s -style singer will
rock the Student Union Amphitheatre
at noon with a free show.
Alvin is better known as the lead
singer of the rock group. The Blasters.
His MU appearance is co-sponsored
by the Associated Students Program
Board and Student Union Pmgrani
Board.
AlvM graduated with a degree in
mathematics Invm the University of
California at Los Angeles in 1979 and
was a teacher’s aide at the California
State University at Long Beach when
he and his brother. David. started The
Blasters to "sow my wild oats." Alvin
said.
When Alvin embarked on his
rock ’n’ roll career he said he would
quit when he reached 30.
"I said I would quit to go hack to
get my Ph D.," Alvin said. "I’m 33
years old now, hut I still intend to do
it
He said his interests in math and
music go hand in hand.
"My math helps my music and
vice versa," Alvin said. "They are releases lor each other. Math is a study
of patterns, and music is experiencing
patterns. "
Alv in is currently on tour promoting his Ms’ solo album entitled. "tin
Sung Stories
The album features
Sun Ra and His Arkestra, New Or
leans’ Dirty Diven Brass Band and
Downeyonians.
While recording the album, Alvin
said he tried not to Mllow today’s contemporary style (il music.
"Commercial radio is designed to
sell advertising and products." Alvin
said. "Music evolved out of MI years
of rock which hest puts you in the
mood to buy things."
He said the hypnotic hooks, or
the repetition of a particular line in a
song, is sometimes detrimental to
music.
the
Bruce
For
instance.
Springsteen song. "Born in the USA’
is misinterpreted because of the song’s
patriotic hook, Alvin said. The song is
not cheering America, hut is saying
something is wrong. but the song
doesn’t force listeners to hear the the’
lyrics beside the hook, AR in said.
For "En Sung Stones," Al’ ii
"picked songs with hooks used in a
different way," he said. Most of the
songs on the album are story -telling
tunes.
The theme of the album revolves
around the "dangers of over-confidence and the neo-patriotism existing
in America that is now appealing."
Alvin said. "It is nothing hut dangerous to think everything is OK, hut it’s
not"
Despite his hi-other’s departure
from The Blasters and Alvins solo
project, the hand is still together and
will continue to play the style of
"rock -a -hilly" music it’s known for,
Alvin said.

Cops nab Dave
NEW CANAAN. (onn. (AP)
Talk show host David Letterman is in
trouble with his local police again
Letterman. lined $40 in May
when caught using a radar detector in
his car, was stopped last week for
doing 57 mph in a 40 mph /one. He
also received a ticket for not having a
valid Connecticut driver’s license

May Calendar Girl

Hosted by t

and "The Lobster"

KSJO

The Premiere Release Party
For Pi Kappa Alpha’s
"The Women of SJSU 1987 Calendar."
At the Famous Pacific Fish Co.
(177 W. San Carlos)
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1 Wayward drivers go to school
can do to become a safer, more effiBy Karin I. Snwil
It is 7:50 a.m. On Saturday cient driver," she said.
"My name is Elizabeth. and I
morning. You have pulled into the
parking lot of a local high school will he attempting to enlighten you
and are jockeying with about twenty a hit today."
"We will he here for eight
other cars for a space, checking
your watch constantly as you scan hours, and you will he given two
10-minute breaks and an hour for
the area.
You cannot, repeat cannot, be lunch. If you are late returning from
late or this class, because if you are these breaks, you will he dropped
even one minute tardy. your teacher from the class."
has been instructed not to let you in
"Now I know you all would
the door.
You have 30 seconds to spare rather not he here this morning, but
as you hound into a large classroom this is for your benefit. You will be
working together in groups, disalready filled with people. Slumpcussing traffic laws and why they
ing in your seat, you prepare yourexist."
Elizabeth said. (Eye-rolling
self for the excitement to come.
You have just entered Level 1 traffic occurs.)
school.
"You will also be viewing sevLooking around, you are met eral short films on traffic safety,
by the stares of 30 or so people. some of which are graphically disWho are all there for the same rea- turbing, and some, like the Goofy
son you aic. getting caught by a po- cartoon, that deal with the subject in
lice officer for not abiding by the a humorous way." she said.
rules of the road.
"Now let’s form all of our
At exactly 11 am, the instructor
get to know
walks in, and without a word of chairs into a circle and
each other," Elitaheth said.
greeting, she begins to talk.
"Starting with you (Elizabeth
"You are all here, hopefully
with open minds. to discuss the rea- pointed to a girl across the room)
sons why you are here and what you tell us your name, why you got a

Car contest is ’handful’ for Illinoisians
wning a new car is undoubtedly a
wonderful experience. But two
people in Illinois will seemingly go
to any length just to "get their hands" on a
$9,173. 1986 Buick Skyhawk.
Kim Hulbert and Brad Meador entered the "Get your hands on a Buick"
contest July 9 along with 51 other entrants.
And they are the only two contestants left.
The rules of the contest are that the
contestants must keep one hand on the
Skyhawk from 8 a.m to 10 p.m. every
day, with one 10-minute break every hour.
The person who lasts the longest will he
the winner.
Perhaps the people from Tyler’s Jeff erson Motors who sponsored the contest
didn’t realize just how serious the event
would he taken by some, at least by Hub hen and Meador anyway
Hot sun. freezing cold temperatures,
rain and wind won’t keep these two from
taking their hands off the car. They’ve
been at it for live months.
According to one report, they’ve
even missed weddings and funerals ol
loved ones. They don’t seem to care
though.
"Life goes on here at the Buick,"
Hulhen said.
It would seem that the only decent
thing that Tyler’s Jefferson Motors could
do would he to give both diehards a car.
But no such luck.
Paul Tyler, owner of the company,
said that since the whole contest is voluntary, these two are just going to have to
stick it out until somebody cracks.
Or dies.
Meador’s wife has had to take on another job because of her husband’s preoccupation with the Buick. But she said it’s
okay because he’s doing it for both of
them. Strange.
Hulherts employers gave her the ultimatum "hands IT the car and hack to
work or get the hoot.’’ She got the hoot.
Maybe it’s pure human selfishness
that is keeping these two going. One just
won’t give in and let the other have the
car. But the two claim they are not in competition with each other.

0

L

Cindi Hansen

That one is a little hard to buy.
Whatever the reason these two just
can’t keep their hands off the car, time will
eventually get to them.
Maybe when they find that their chil
dren who were preschoolers at the begin
ning of the contest are now entering high
school, they will reconsider. But maybe
not.
What a sad day it will he when one ot
them finally does give up. To see one
drive away with the Buick while the other
is left jobless and carless won’t he a prett
sight.
After having devoted this much time
to the cause it’s no wonder they’re having
trouble breaking away.
But someone has to wake these two
up. It’s only a car. (And a Buick at than
There are more important things to file
than owning a new car. They just can’t
seem to think of anything.
If these two donl give up and the
Tyler company doesn’t give in. then this
could be a lengthy battle. The only possible solution is one they probably haven’t
thought of. Hulbert and Meador should he come husband and wife so they could
share the car.
They already have one advantage
They already spend more time together
than most married couples.
Cindi Hansen is the special assignment editor.

ticket, how you felt about how the
officer acted, your reaction to the
ticket and why you chose to go to
traffic school."
The reason most people are in
the class is because they like to
drive fast. For instance, one guy
was ticketed for going 70 mph in a
25 mph 7one.

Most people are in
the class because
they like to drive
fast.
Another sped away from a
light on an expressway and was
proud of the fact that the officer
who ticketed him was amazed he’d
hit 65 mph before reaching the next
signal.
The class discusses what traffic
laws are broken most often, and
possible reasons why. The group
then moves to another room to
watch Goofy, a k a Jekyll and
Hyde, as he turns from a mild-mannered engineer outside his car into a
frothing beast as soon as he starts

the engine and attempts to coexist
with other drivers.
After progressing halfway
through a workbook filled with
drunken -driving stats, true-false
questions, and survey questions
such as ’What three things do other
drivers do that make you the most
angry?" the class begins to lose interest.
Thankfully. noon rolls around,
and as the class streams for the
door. Elizabeth’s voice follows:
"Absolutely no alcohol may he
consumed on this break. If you are
found to have consumed beer, wine
or anything alcoholic on this break.
you will he dropped from the
class .
Wondering how you’re going
to survive another four hours sitting
with your fellow drivers who are all
trying to keep their insurance rates
from escalating, you drive from the
lot.
All this for the cute little diploma you receive at the end of the
day, congratulating you for having
successfully completed Level I Traffic School. Sighing heavily, you
turn on the radio, just in time to hear
the song" I Can’t Drive 55."

Tales of tired tires and rear-enders
Eseryone should know all about their
car tires and how they can prevent
and lower the percentage of rear-end
collision. Here are a few tips to inform
those who don’t .
Proper tire care and the new brake lights can help accomplish proper mainianence for your car tires and safety for
yourself as well as others.
The modern steel -belted radial tires
are pretty tough, hut to get the maximum
wear out of your tires there are still a few
things that should he done
The first thing you should do is check
your tires with an air -pressure gauge once
a month. For a more accurate reading,
check the tires before driving.
To find out the correct pressure for
your tires, look inside your auto owner’s
manual or check the inside of the drivers side door.
Remember cars are different like people, each comes with its own car care instructions.
Under-inflated tires lead to had wear
on the outside of the tires, while ovennflation adds up to damage in the center. By
checking your tires on a regular basis you
can avoid such problems.
Most manufactures suggest frequent
inspection and tire rotation whenever uneven wear is detected.
To get the most out of your tires,
maintaining proper wheel alignment on
your car is essential, especially for an
.
even, safe tread wear.
When your tires wear out, it’s always
hest to buy the same site tires as originally
came with the car.
If a different size or style is chosen. it
will cause an adjustment to be made in the
alignment and the car will ride differently.
There is also a new product on the
market that will help reduce rear-end accidents --the new high-mounted brake lights.
The 1986 and 1987 model cars are
equipped with these new hrakelights
which are designed to reduce the number
of rear-end collisions, according to the
Automotive Information Council,
The AIC reports that twenty-five per-

Jeni Uyeda
cent of all auto accidents in 1984 were
rear-enders.
These brake lights are mounted near
the car rear window at eye level. The AIC
stated that this new invention could eliminate up to 40010 injuries and save millions of dollars in property damage yearly.
But before mandating the new brake
light, the government studied large automotive fleets equipped with the third brake
lights. It found these cars were involved in
only half as many rear-end collisions as
fleets of cars without them.
The higher safety factor is a result ot
better visibility of the new lights. Not only
are they more easily seen when following.
but drivers can also see them a few cars
ahead through the windows of vehicles in
front of them.
For those who would like to update
their pre -1986 cars, Bay Area garages and
auto dealers have these lights available.
With vigilant tire upkeep and new
high -mounted brake lights on your car you
will have the ’’hottest and safest auto on
the road.
Just keep in mind these tips and your
tires will give you many miles of dependable driving and you’ll do your part in
lowenng the percentage of rear -end collisions
Jeni tlyeda is the assistant special
assignment editor who has her dad and
brother care for her car.
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Autos need TLC when cold season sets in
Hy Paula Ray Christiansen
A change in weather means a change in
your driving habits and in automobile care
and maintenance.
Californians are spoiled by sunshine and
blue skies, leading us to believe we cannot
only do without coats but also without antifreeze and snow tires.
Not so. according to Jeff Hall. service
adviser for Montgomery Ward auto department in San Jose.
"When it gets really cold we get a lot
more cars in for battery work, people forget
anti -freeze and low tire treads lead to accidents in rainy weather." Hall said. "In colder
weather a marginal car battery has a tendency
to go had because batteries are very sensitive
to temperature.
"The battery should be checked and
topped up periodically to avoid waking up to
a dead battery on a cold wet morning. Hall
said.
Hoses and fan belts should he checked
for cracks which are early warning signs they
may need to be replaced due to cold weather
and increased use of the car heater.
Coolant for the radiator should be a 5050 mix of water to anti-free/e to prevent

. slippery roads can require more stopping time if
the brakes are mushy.’
Jeff Hall,
Montgomery W ard

freezing at higher altitudes and low temperatures. Hall said.
"People think just because the antifreeze is green, its okay," he said, "hut the
color doesn’t necessarily mean it’s still
good."
Anti -freeze should he changed every
year before the winter months set in because
its efficiency wears out. Hall said.
The oil doesn’t necessarily need changing more often, hut the viscosity of oil used
should he a thinner grade. he said.
In warmer weather a 20-50 grade is
usually sufficient, hut in the winter it should
be a 5-30 or 10-40 grade, Hall said.
The higher numbers indicate a higher
viscosity, he said.
Tire tread is important too, especially for

those trips to the ski resorts and the rainy season ahead of us. Hall said.
Tread depth can he precisely measured at
a service station or you can do an eye check
yourself, he said.
The law requires a minimum depth of at
least 3/32 inches. Below that amount, the tire
is legally bald. Hall said.
Worn or nearly bald spots can be easily
seen or felt, he said. If the tire feels slick in
spots with no indication of traction they
should he checked prolessionally, he said.
Snow tires may he good for frequent
skiers. but Hall said tire chains are probably a
better choice for people who live in the Bay
Area and have little use for snow tires yearround.
Brakes should he checked periodically.

but are relatively unaffected by rain or snow.
Hall said.
"It’s a good idea to have them checked
because slippery roads can require more stopping time if the brakes are mushy." he said.
Driving through extremely deep puddles
can be had tor brakes, requiring them to he
dried professionally . However. if brakes arc
in decent condition regular maintenance is al:
that is necessary. I fall said.
Now that the engine is primed, you
might want to put an extra coat of was or one
of the new weather resistant coatings on the
body to protect the cars paint, he said.
California doesn’t have extreme weather
conditions that require salting the streets.
causing increased body rusting, hut it is still a
good precaution. Hall said.
If you head for the ski resorts where salt
may he used, or if the body of your car has
had scratches or chipped paint it will help prevent the onset of rust, which literally eats the
car from the inside out, he said.
Getting through the v.. inter months in
your beloved jalopy needn’t he hazardous to
your health. Regular maintenance, as is true
any time of year. is the key to successful winter car health

Motorists lavish love on autos in myriad of ways
Hy Dan Kie;
America., paternal love affair
with their cars can he shown by the
many accessories they buy for
them. We spoil our cars almost as
much as we spoil our children.
Any loving parent would buy a
sweater for their child when the
weather gets cold.
So why not buy a car cover for
your car to protect it from the cold
weather.
The story is much the same
when it comes to our cars.
We buy our cars sway bars and
lowering kits if they are fast so they
look faster, third brake lights for
added safety, window louvers for
sunny days and specialized windshield wipers for the rainy season.
These are the hottest selling car
accessories in the Santa Clara Valley area, according to an informal
canvassing of fifteen Santa Clara
County auto part dealers.
The most mentioned car acces-

sory, car covers. are used to protect
your car’s paint from the elements
and to deter vandals. said Doug
Miller. general manager of Eagle
Auto Parts in Milpitas.
Another accessory that is in
high demand are mini -truck lowering kits. But the fastest selling item
at United Auto Parts Store is mini truck modification kits.
Mini -trucks are less expensive
than sports cars and are more affordable for car buffs to modify in their
spare time. said Scott McDonald.
manager of United Auto Parts on
Union Avenue. San Jose.
.Lowering a truck not only
makes it unique but is an easy process for those mechanically inclined. McDonald said.
The WX2 wiper blade, one of
the more popular accessories, is actually two wiper blades in one casting which is aerodynamically
shaped to press the wiper against the
indshield ))1111e. the ear is ii, MO

Additives: boost or bust
Hy. Dan hies
One 01 the more trequenil.
purchased auto accessories accord
ing to local auto part dealerships is
octane boosters or gasoline additives.
But there is considerable controversy over the usetulness ol octane boosters in the :lotomobile industry.
Gas additives. such as .1.K7,
are needed because gasoline lead
levels have dropped in the last five
years. according to Rod Streeter,
owner of Energex of Northern California. a TK7 distributor.
"There are two sides of lead in
your gasoline... Streeter said. "One
is that it :JOS as an octane booster
and on the other hand it is a lubricant for the valves in your car. That
is something you can’t get out of the
pumps today."
Car manufacturers in 1973
knew the levels of lead would drop
and designed new "hardened valve

,C.115
It,ii ilisI,ud Ii101011 »dhow
the lubrication provided by leaded
gasoline. said Don Beers, gasoline
product quality manager for Chevron. U.S.A.
"Since the Clean Air Act 01
1981. we have been on a schedule
for the reduction of lead in
line." said Dave Willis. superinicii
dent of blending and shipping di)!
sion for the Richmond refiner) oi
Chevron.

"The major concern in selling
gas with no lead is for cars that were
made prior to 1974. These earl)
cars have the soft valves that need
lubrication.’’ he said.
"It takes high speeds and high
heat to get valve wear, like if you
were racing a car in professional
competition.’’ Beers said.
"I don’t think you need additives as an octane booster because
there is plenty of octane in your gasohne already." he said.

Fog lights also are popular and
%ion. said Charlie Davis, a counter Ilundneser said. "they actually
salesman at Economy Imports in give you a reduction in insurance give added v isihility and safety for
premiums."
night drivers.
San Jose.
The WX2 also has a windshield wiper sprayer which is built
into the wiper, so it can clean while
the arm sweeps across the %Ind
shield. Davis said.
Back window louvers aren’t
(with student 1.D. )
just economical they look good
too.
They are selling not only beVolkswagen Repair
cause they keep the interior heat ol
Bodywork & Paint
your car down hut they add a nice
aesthetic look to the car, said Paul
Specializing in
Klasing, manager of Kragen Auto
Parts. Saratoga -Sunnyvale Road.
Volkswagen & Porsche
San Jose.
Manual Transmissions
Another hot item is the rear
window brake light. It can he easily
installed and is an asset to car ownBLACO TRANSMISSION
BUGS LIMITED
ers, said Dale Hundrieser, manager
EXCHANGE
661 Kings Row
of Winchester Auto Store, Lincoln
Avenue.
701 Kings Row, 53A
San Jose, CA 95112
"When they are installed.

20% OFF Volkswagen Repair

(408) 288-5961

(408) 998-4739

oiN/CHEVROLET

!

MERCEDES

TOYOTA

REBUILDING YOUR CAR
OR TRUCK ENGINE?

8

r),

FIND...
KHS, Crankshafts & Camshafts
Custom engine building & exchange
Complete machine shop on premises
DO-IT-YOURSELF DISCOUNTS!

PAUL-DEL GRANDE

AUTO & TRUCK PARTS
556 E. Campbell Ave.. Campbell
1 Block North of Water Tower Plaza
MAZDA

FIAT

OPFN 7 DAYS
378-6713
MON-SAT Sam-6pm
SUN 9am4pm
NUSTADJ
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For the love of

A car enthusiast’s passion can he found behind the grill of a ’66 Ford Mustang

By Amy I.. PahaInn
For car enthusiasts. automobiles are not just tor transportation. For every dull) nude. most
likely there is a group of car lovers
to emphatically reassure you their
ear is the hest model ever made.
Most car clubs are dedicated to
the restoration, authenticity and
preservation Of a certain car. The
clubs often sponsor social events
such as tours, picnics or overnight
trips. Clubs also hold swap meets to
buy and sell car parts and car show
where autos compete for top place
From Model A’s to Porschc
car clubs serve as a way for ownc,
to get together and share the pass’, w
for their cars.
And what a love affair it is.
Rich Chiffredo is a member of
Vintage Mustang Owners Association, which focuses on 19M to 1973
Mustangs. There are 115 members
in Santa Clara County. he said.
"Mustangs are magical...
Chiffredo said. They remind people
of special times. It could have been
their first car, or the car they used
on their first date, or a college graduation gift. Chiffredo said.
"1 have a friend who went on
his third date in a Mustang. and proposed in the Mustang." Chiffredo
said. "Now they won’t get rid of
it .’
He said people do not have to
own a Mustang to join the club.
Charred owns a yellow 19(5b
Mustang convertible, which will he
featured in January’s edition of the
magatine Mustang Monthly.
As he listed the car’s features
110111 factory mag wheels to a
chrome dipstick. Chiffredo described his obsession.
"It’s a disease." he said.
Del Swanson, active member
or the Santa Clara Chapter or the
Model A Ford Club of America.
said the local club has about IIK)
families, ages ranging from teenagers to KO year-olds and 13010
members nationwide
In order to join this car club.
one must own a Model A and participate in three club events, which
range Irom monthly meetings to
outings.
One special event the club
sponsors is a fashion show of

clothes from the Model A era.
"We have no actual goal."
Swanson said. "except we want to
see members get their cars on the
road and enjoy themselves."
Ford Model A’s were manufactured between November 1927
and April 1932, he said. There were
Four different types of Ford Model
A’s, each the same hut different.
Swanson said.
"They came out after the Ford
Model T’s." Swanson said. "They
were the lion cars with four-wheel
brakes. -Swanson said once you have a
Model A. you cannot he content
without one in your possession. He
said he owns three Model A’s.
"You will go to the end of the
earth to get a hold of one." Swanson said. "They become a pan of
your life, like children."
Lee Sherman is the president
of the Mission Trail Early Ford V ti’s. a club for those who own Ford
cars with eight cylinders made from
1932 to 1953.
The club also is dedicated to
the restoration of the Ford cars,
Sherman said. The club engages in
swap meets and tours.
There are 55 families in the
Santa Clara County that belong to
the club, he said.
"Some people like Chrysler
products." Sherman said. "We like
Fords. Henry Ford was an important
man in his time.**
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Sherman owns a 1936 Ford
Coupe with a V-8 engine and a rumble seat.
Porsche is a two syllable word,
said Roger Fetterman, president of
the Loma Priem region ol the
Porsche Club of America.
The 1 oma Prieta region has
about 155 members. Fetterman
said. To become a member, one
must be 18 or over and own a
Porsche.
The club was formed to "promote fellowship and enjoyment of
owning a Porsche... Fetterman said.
He added the club shares technological information about the cars
and tries to. maintain a gtxs1 reputation with Porsche dealers. factory
makers and service organitations.
lie said the club often has car
shows at shopping centers and enters competitions. The cars are
judged for originality and cleanliness.
"You can eat off the engines:.
Fetterman said.
Fetterman owns a 1979 red 924
Sebring Porsche. which is the first
Porsche to have a water-cooler system.
The Porsche "has a remarkable reputation for lasting and for its
safety at high speeds." Fetterman
said. "It’s a true a spoils ear."
Car club members will never
admit their autos are just for traveling. For them it’s a passionate love,
an obsessive hobby, a friend.
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(Top left (Roger Fetterman
shows his 1979, 924
Sebring Porsche from
Germany. AbovelV4I
Club President, lee
Sherman is the owner of
this 1936 Ford, threewindow Coupe. The car is
maroon with gold stripes
and bits white w al! tires
and a rumble seat.

Photos by
John Duus

This 1966 Ford Mustang convertible is equipped ssilh bench seats and a wood -grain steering v. heel.
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Cruisin’
Scooters offer stylish ride on a budget
Hy Frank Michael Russell
It’s hard to find a kirm iii
transportation that’s efficient. fun
and let’s face it. downright hep.
But the scooter - the vehicle
of choice among stylish young
mods from both 1960s England and
may he
modern-day California
the answer for some to the valley’s
transportation problems.
High school and college students, as well as older adults, are their clothing and in the way they
discovering the benefits of driving like to have their scooters - lots of
scooters. said Curtis Haag. service mirrors, extra lights, that kind of
manager of Your Scooter Shop. thing," Haag said.
"They’re very into their style
14410 Big Basin Way. Saratoga.
Sales are "getting stronger and of scooter," he said. Mods represent between about a quarter and a
stronger every year." Haag said.
People buy scooters for a num- third of his customers and don’t like
her of reasons, including fuel econ- newer Honda and Yamaha models.
omy, low maintenance costs and in"They call them plastic scootexpensive insurance, he said.
ers." Haag said. But most scooter
Scooter maintenance costs are buyers prefer the conveniences of
about one -quarter those of a car and the newer models, including electric
some scooters, with conservative starting and automatic transmission.
riding, can get as much as 100 miles
The most popular model the
to the gallon. Haag said.
Insurance for a male scooter store sells is the Yamaha Jog, a
driver under 21 costs about $145 a small scooter that still has high
year, compared to as much as power. Haag said. "It’s got enough
SI .200 for a car, said Kim Myers, power to climb any hill in San Francisco.
Your Scooter Shop saleswoman.
The Jog starts at about $599
The shop sells scooters in sizes
ranging from small scooters for get- before tax and license fees. Haag
ting around town to larger models said.
Larger models are more poputhat are freeway legal.
It stocks new Yamaha models lar in San Francisco and downtown
and used Vespas ranging in price San Jose, where people often drive
from around $700 to $2,200. Haag scooters as their sole source of
transportation and to avoid traffic
said.
Vespas, although they haven’t and parking problems, he said.
"In San Francisco, more peobeen available new in the United
States since 1981, are popular with ple really need scooters." Haag
said.
young mods. he said.
Buyers choose the Riva 125.
"They’re very traditional in

Insurance for a male
scooter driver under
21 costs about $145 a
year.

180 or 200. with starting prices
ranging from $1,299 to $1,799 before tax and license fees.
Some of the 1987 models, including the Yamaha Razz. are available in pastel colors including pink
and light blue.
Others, including the Rica
models, are available in the more
traditional colors black, white and
red.
As far as safety is concerned.
scooters compare favorably to motorcycles, he said.
"We haven’t lost a rider yet,"
Haag said.
"I don’t know of any motorcycle shop that can say that." he said.
Because scooters are fun to
ride at slower speeds, are lighter
and the driser’s legs don’t straddle
the scooter as they would under a
motorcycle, there’s less chance for
serious injury in an accident, he
said.
Haag said the shop encourages
scooter drivers to wear helmets and
follow all traffic regulations.
"Legally speaking, the same
laws apply to a scooter as a mm torcycle,’ ’ he said.
Scooter drivers in California
need a class -four driver’s license
and must register their vehicles with
the Department of Motor Vehicles.
Haag said.
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ally sta photographer

Kim Meyers, Your Scooter Shop manager. shoos Kim Ken how to
turn on the lights of his new Yamaha Kiva scooter.

Now is the time to save!
Associated 48 Battery

Floor Jack
SI 9

with exchange
400 cranking amps
National Warranty
3000 lbs. capacity

Most Sizes

Castro! Oil GTX

11: vi:
Cing-4Roat
Shock Absorbers

rOv

Prices start at
514"
Buy 3
fourth one
is FREE

Sale Store Price
Rebate per OT on
Purchase of Case

-250

698 Your Final Cost

Winchester Auto Parts
COMPLETE
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC PARTS

1109 Lincoln Ave.
San Jose 95125
April wi

Daly stall photographer

The Yamaha Razz scooter comes in baby blue and pink

297-6662

OPEN
MON-FRI 8-9
SAT
8-6
SUN
9-5
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Prepare with a spare for roadside repair
By Andy. Bird
damaged tire is one-half inch off the
Flat tires aren’t usually exground.
pected or anticipated. hut Murphy’s
At this point. it is imperative
Law states the puncture always
the jack is securely supporting the
strikes the unprepared motorist.
car. Check to he sure the jack platThe first step to successful tire
form has a sturdy hold on the frame.
repair is to have the proper tools and
and the base is level, not leaning. If
a usable spare tire.
both wheels on the end opposite the the jack’s support is flimsy, wind
THINK MAYBE
Changing a flat is pointless if affected corner.
1161
current created by a passing truck
Va SHOULD E.L.SE
the spare isn’t in good condition. So
In many cases. if the jack was could easily cause the car to slip off.
SONEIHNG
1,101.)-3
make sure it has plenty of tread and designed for use with the car, there So if adjustments are needed, he
is properly inflated.
will he a slot or indented area to ac- safe and take the time to make
Beyond a suitable spare, the ’eept the jack platform. If the jack is them.
prepared motorist should always not designed specifically for the car.
Once the affected wheel is off
carry a jack, a tire iron, a find an area on the frame that will the ground, and all is secure, rescrewdriver or small pry bar, tire support the car. Keep in mind that move all lug nuts and place them in
blocks and warning signs or flares.
closer to the wheel is better. as it the dish side of the wheel cover and
If, heaven forbid, the car you provides for maximum lift and sup- slide it under the car out of the way.
are driving should suffer a blowout port .
Now slip the wheel off the hub and
or puncture. don’t panic. RememOnce the spot is located, insert put in a safe place, preferably beber you have followed these instruc- the jack and raise the platform until hind the car.
tions, and pull over as soon as pos- it touches the bottom of the chassis.
Watching for traffic, roll the
sible.
then maneuver the platform into the spare to the hare huh and line up the
Once the car is off the mad, as predetermined spot. Now raise the holes on the rim with the lugs. Lill
tar from traffic as possible, get out jack enough to firmly wedge the the wheel and slide it onto the huh.
and survey the damage. If the car is platform into place, hut don’t raise
on the shoulder of a busy road, it is the wheel off the ground.
Once in place, slide the spare
/frrn,(--(11161--’
wise to set the warning signs or
Using
the
pry
bar or all the way hack against the huh and
flares behind the car facing oncom- screwdriver, remove the wheel replace the lug nuts, tightening
ing traffic. This is a safety precau- cover. if there is one, to expose the them just enough to secure the rim.
tion that could save your life.
lugs. Use the tire iron or wrench to Now lower the jack to relieve apLower the jack and remove
After digging through the trunk loosen lug nuts just enough to break proximately one-half the weight of
Finally, replace or repair the
and locating all the prescnhed them free.
the car. Tighten the lugs in a diago- from under the car. Give the lug
equipment and removing the spare,
Going hack to the jack, raise nal, rather than clockwise or coun- nuts a final, secure tightening and damaged tire immediately. lest
Murphy’s Law strike.
replace the wheel cover
set the emergency brake and block the wheel just far enough so the terclockwise order.

Changing a flat is
pointless if the spare
isn’t good.

State makes sure smog systems are up to snuff
By Oscar Guerra
Every other year. California
vehicles must pass a smog test to
verify that their emissions systems
are running within state standards.
Certified smog inspection stations carry the blue sign with the red
check, showing the station is certified by the state to give computerized emissions tests.
If your vehicle identification
number (not your license number)
ends in an even number, you had to
or will ’have to get your car inspected in 1986.
According to the Bureau of
Automotive Repairs, who along
with the California Department ol
Consumer Affairs, administers the
program. About 12 million passen
ger cars and light -duty trucks in
California are subject to the smog
check program.
Stations certified to make
smog checks have a computerized
analyzer to monitor the amount oi
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon and
nitrogen oxides a car produces.
The later the model year. the
stricter the limits the state sets on
how much pollutants the car is per
mined to put out.
The BAR said the causes oi
high pollution levels in vehicles are
inadequate maintenance, incorrectls
adjusted air-fuel mixtures, worn
parts, illegal use of leaded fuel and
tampering with anti -smog devices.
There are a number of stations
near SJSU that can do smog check,
Prices vary, but the law states sta
lions cannot charge more than $50
for adjustments or repairs to bring a
car up to standards.

Ii your car fails and for some
reason can’t he brought up to standards. you may he referred to a
"referee station" that can issue a
smog check certificate, allowing
you to register your car.
you want him to do them. The smog
If the emission system failed
that
ones
check stations are the only
because it has been altered, disconlimit.
$50
the
have to stay within
nected or remos ed. the system must
however.
he installed and functional to pass a
Check the warranty.
retest.

Biennial checks monitor 12 million cars, trucks
Pete’s Stop, 10th and William
streets, has a good price on smog
checks. For $9.95, they analyze the
car, and if it passes, $6 more is
charged for certification.
A car that is more than 20
years old is exempt from the smog
check requirement.
Another important thing to remember is if a car is less than 5
years old or has less than 50,(0()

miles. the smog control equipment
may he under warranty by the
dealer.
If your car lads the test, there
are a number of steps the BAR suggests:
Discuss the results of the test
with the mechanic who did it.
Decide with the mechanic
what repairs have to he made and ii
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Only $21.95
for Computerized Diagnostics
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$18" Oil Change and Lube
Free

Tune UP
Most Hondas
$65.00 Includes
Valve Adjustment

Brake Inspection
Clutch Adjustment
Cooling System Ch,t

We Do Major Repairs
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Also Complete Car Repair
Front End
Brakes
Transmissions
Tune-ups
Engines Rebuilt
Alignments
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J & C Diagnostics Center
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at Monterey Hwy.
Across from B of A
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Sports
car sales
booming
fly David Rickard
Sports cars are hack.
What’s that you say? They
never left.
True enough, hut there’s no
denying the current upsurge in twoseater sports car sales
or the enthusiasm of the aficionados.
According to Car and Driver
maga/inc. more than 400,000 twoseaters were sold in the United
States last year. a significant increase over the previous year.
There are no precise explanations for the sports car boom. but industry studies indicate the growing
prosperity of the upwardly mobile
professional as a major factor. The
studies reveal the typical buyer to he
young, single and affluent.
Silicon Valley is overflowing
with yuppies, so it’s no surprise
sports cars are selling well. Sales
Manager Jim 01linger of European
Auto Imports in Santa Clara is
keenly aware of the trend.
"Sales have almost doubled
for us this year," he said, noting the
average has risen from 12 per month
in 1985 to between 20 and 24 this
year.
01linger said the upswing in
sports car sales in Europe has little
to do with the economy.
"People don’t buy sprats cars
because they need them." he said.
"They buy them because they want
them."
Another theory for increased
sales is the return of performance as
a buying consideration. With the
price of gas relatively stable, practicality may be taking a hack seat to
speed and style.
A third suggestion is that the
sleek, powerful two-seaters make
impressive corporate showpieces,
projecting the image of a company
on the go.
As impressive as the current
crop of high-performance racers,
sports cars due to hit the streets in
the next lew years, both foreign and
domestic, promise new levels of sophistication and excitement.
Some ol the most intriguing
and expensive
machines are
coming out of Italy. Checking in at
a cool $57.000 is the Lamhorghini
Jalpa (pronounced Yahl-pa). the latest offering from one of the most
prestigious automobile manufactur
ers in the world.
The hipa is powered by a 250
horsepower, 3.5 liter V-8 engine.
with independent suspension and
vented disc brakes all around. Stevens Creek European in Santa Clara
has peddled six in the past few
months.
A couple of other front wheel
drive Italian imports expected to hit
these shores in the next few years
are the latest from Benone and Maserati. The former conies equipped
with a single overhead cant 2.0
liter, in -line engine, while the Maserail has a turbo-charged V-6. At
$35,000. the Maserati is more than
twice as expensive as the Benone.

The Bay Area is bullish on sports cars’
MO
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PARTS FOR EVERYTHING
ON WHEELS
Custom Mix Paint and Supplies
Courteous

Photos by Julie A Bennett Daily Stall

Service & Friendly Advice

20% DISCOUNT

Photographer

on any cash purchase
with coupon

Christopher Cotran admires the Lamborghini Jalpa
Equally exciting are a pair of getting rave reviews in France. hut
Italian -American products: The Ca- won’t turn up here before next sumdillac Aflame and the Chrysler Ma- mer. The turbo-charged 190 horseserat i
power V-6 engine can reach a top
The Aflame. Cadillac’s first speed of 150-plus miles per hour.
modern two-seater, figures to be a
The outlook is the same
worthy competitor of the Mercedes- throughout European and other forBen,. 560SL .
eign countries, such as England.
The Allante’s 4.1 liter alumi- Australia, Japan. Yugoslavia and
num block V-8 is expected to pro- even South Korea get into the act.
duce about 160 horsepower. About The sports car market is on the rise.
6,0(1) are expected in 1987, perhaps and companies as exclusive as
as early as mid-January.
Lotus and as utilitarian as Yugo
The Renault Alpine is already want a piece of the action.

Total of $5.00 or more
of items In stock.

Discounts Always Available to Seniors,
Students, and Handicapped Persons

DO IT YOURSELF AND SAVE!
KC AUTO PARTS
AM&

INAPAI

AND MACHINE SHOP
22 N. ABEL AT CALAVERAS BLVD
14081946-3880
HOURS 8-5 Mon -Fri
9-3 Saturday
Closed Sunday
OFFER EXPIRES 12/31/86

MUSTANGS ONLY 4110=1.111
WbRLD WIDE
NEW PARTS
Original. Available.
In Stock 8 Priced For You

COMPARE!

WHATEVER YOU NEED:*
H 1964,2-1973 only
Li Gift Certificates Available

pi VISA. MC, Personal

Checks. C.O.D.
Ej Local Delivery Available
111 Total Car Restorations
[1] Worldwide Shipping
Li] 24 Hr. Order Processing
10.000 Sq. Ft. Warehouse
& Showroom to Serve
You

Li

USED PARTS
Original. Practical
& Saves You $I

Exterior Parts/Trim
Suspension Chassis
Mechanical
Electrical
Interior
Glass Weatherstripping
Convertible Parts
Accessories Apparel
literature
Maintenance
Service Installation

REPRODUCTION PARTS
Designed
To Satisfy You With New Parts
Al Practical Prices’
0 We do Appraisals
.0 We Buy Wrecked Cars
E Shop discounts
Li] Knowledgeable
Assistance
Li Price Quotes & Orders
Over Phone
E] Service. Installation.
Maintenance
ij Satisfaction Guaranteed
Compare!!
0 We Care

*SATISFACTION GUARANTEED*
Price Quotes, Questions, Orders:
Call (408) 286-9770
1320 Oakland Road.. San Jose, CA 95112
Tuesday-Friday: 9-6. Saturday: 9-5

SERVICE INSTALLATION
DEPARTMENT
Specialists for
Mustangs Only
1964-73’

